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Senator Smoot ment in the federal district
9.
Lieutenant
helped to wreck it."
Md.,
May
were interestingly described tooay in Faure, the wives of three former pressimilar entered a plea of nolle contendre Annapolis,
City of Mexico, and his brother. Capand other regulars expressed
C. W. Burdick, B. Richard Hill, U. S. N., was found tain Joaquin Alcalde. Another Mexitheir
attorney,
the chamber of deputies by Vicomte idents, and also the king and queen
through
Washington, D. C, May 9. Col. Sir
house can involved is General
sentiments.
a
at
room
arc
his
boarding
in
Santiago
dead
of Italy, Spain and Bulgaria.
defendants
The
went
this morning.
of Lon- Gustave Yves de Kerguezi.
The Progressives however,
who fled Wm. Dunn, lord mayor elect
Those who accepted the invitations
will owners of Gebo Coal Mining company, here today, with a bullet wound In his Cambreras, a Maderista,
He was speaking on a bill for the
former
They
results.
Wm.
Sir
Treloar,
of
and
in
salons
away nopeM'
govern- he said, found brilliant
French
the
of
in Big Horn county, head. A revolver was lying beside him Mexico with the Alcaldes directly aft- don,
with
recognition
were
properties
although
guests
and
Monday
of
London,
lord mayor
confer tomorrow
Lieutenant
from the which were gathered numerous perHill, who was er the fall of Madero.
floor.
on
taken
the
conspiraccused
of
are
unlawfully
ment's
proIn
percentages
and
viewed
the
and
Clark today
some of those numbered
a post graduate
seemingly ladies and gentleFederals agents here and in Tucson of Speaker
attend. Sen- ing to acquire title to the lands in from Iowa, was taking
house from receipts of race courses, and from sons,
school of engineer- believe however, that three men have the proceedings of the
men and quiet card rooms, where
gressive ranks will not
where
naval
the
social
clubs,
course
at
refused
A.
Riner
J.
the
duties
recognized
Judge
question.
an- - the speaker's gallery.
"with
ator Brlstow and his senatorial
are permitted. professional gamesters of both sexes
and
and to take any action in the case on the ing. While It appears to be a case of already gone into Mexico
Later they were received by Presi- betting vicomtegambling
vould prevent him from going
deed
one institu- - swindled the visitors.
has
the
for
motive
no
said
that
had
been
The
suicide,
be
that the defendants
WTllson at the White House.
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Senator Harris said he did notIn the grounds
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in court.
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CARDUI

Barrington Hall
O Iff G 0

2 pounds
for
H To Close

Out.

WINTER GROCERY CO.
40.

TTTC-)TsT- Ej

I

Woo

OoaS

DAWSON COAL
Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

CUM

APPLE JACK

After Operalion Failed to Kelp,
Cardui Worked Like a Charm.
Jonosville, S. C "I suffered with
womanly trouble," writes Mrs. J. S.
Kendrlck, lu a letter from this place,
"and at times, I could not bear to stand
on my feet. The doctor sold I would
never be any better, and that I would
havo to have an operation, or I would
have a cancer.
I went to the hospital, and they operated on me, but I got no better. They
eaid mcdiclncB would do me no good,
and I thought I would have to die.
At last I tried Cardui, and began to
Improve, bo I continued using it. Now,
I am well, and can do my own work.
I don't feel any paius.
Cardui worked like a charm."
There must be merit ia this purely
vegetable, tonic remedy, for women
Cardui for it has been in successful
use for more than EO years, for the
treatment of womanly weakness and
disease.
Pleaso try It, for your troubles.

"BUY IT OF CRICHTON."

Rheumatic Blood
is rcnoie diory
Sciatica, l.umbaso, nd
Dreaded Articular
f
Rheumatism

ARE SOLD
AT PUBLIC

AT

AUCTION

(

J!

MAY 9, 1913.
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FARMING-TO-

CAUSING MUCH EXCITEMENT
-T- HE WHITE
PART

IN

QUESTION

A

TOOK

RiSBQNERS
SCRAP- -IT

IS

P.E SOLVED THAT
WEW7LL MAKE.
HIT

A

WITH YoJ WHEN YoV
5EE OUR STOCK Of
GOOD GOODS. WE
SELECTED THEM FOR.
YoU THEVARE HERE

FOR THE COURTS.

SAN JUAN OIL COMPANY
SURE TO BE A SUCCESS

You V

111

Foci Like nn Acrobat After
I'Mlng S. S. S.
la a host of pills, powders.

Them
was
Fiirmington,
May 9. There
nnu wnai-no- c
lor rneumatism,
excitement a piemy m rannu.ijimi It.iuieis
bllt tlw all lack the first csaontlui to
last Saturday afternoon when two being- r. natural medicine. To begin
Is simply a name
i 'luumatism
barrels of apple jack were sold
given t .. designate a ,.8ache,f
public auction under an execution out
ml c
byy lrrl'
only be
of the justice court by Constable E. gating- i.e entire blood supply with a
assimilative antidote. True,
K. 11111. The execution was issued to natural'the
may be eased with nar
satisfy a judgment against one of coticspains
or the acids may be neutralized
for the time being. But such methods
Farmington's citizens.
mcrc'-- ' temporize and do not even lead
Write In: Ladies' Advisory Pt.
N. B
Some protest was made against the. to
Medicine Co.. ChimaRooKa, Tenn.. for H)icrial
a cure. There Is but one standard
,
,
book. "Home Treatuwttf sale 01 sucu goods, it uemg urgut'u
nttntrlinm, and
rlieinr. itlsm remedy, and is sold in all
br Women," scot ia plain wrapper, no rco jat
with the dnifr stores under the iir.mo of S. S. S.
that such sale conflicted
It contains only pure vegetable
town ordinance prohibiting the sale
elements nnd is
freo of mer
Marshal McJtmkin in- - cury, iodide or absolutely
of intoxicants.
potatih. or arsenic, and
would
he
formed
that
the
constable
a
has proved
wonder for every form
COMMITTEES ARE
be arrested if the brandy was sold. f rheumatism.
Th' recoveries of nil types of rheu-a- s
const-iblWELL SELECTED
was acting under mat.;!T1
the
by the use of g a g lg ft flne
the orders of the justice court, lie trior.' e to
the natural efilcacy of this
renv,: knble medicine, for it is
The newly appointed committees of could do nothing but follow out hin ilatca
an
just
naturnlly, just as speclfl- the chamber of commerce, named liy
vuu.. uim jiiL us wt ii oruainea as tna
Immediately upon the sale of the tr.or. acceptable, most pn la table nnd
Firsident II. 11. Uornuui at the last
n:er:
Do not
dicresled food.
meeting, waa an especially thought- first package of liquor the marshal fail readily
get a bottle of S. S. S.
placed the constable under arrest. He You
ful and well chosen selection. The
be astonished at the results.
are of such a character asked permission to sell the remain- If y M' rheumatism is of su fi a nature
which
request wa3 thrt vera would like to consult a great
iiom which a great deal of good and ing package,
confidentially, write to The
before sperTrilist
was
He
then
brought
outcome.
granted.
are
the
results
Medit-aprobable
Dept., The Swift Specific Co.,
lig
Davis
where
the
court,
137
Judge
justice
Swift
Bldff., Atlanta, Ga.
One of the most Important commithe had no jurisdiction in
tees is that on legislation with the fol- held that and
the case,
promptly dismissed it.
Chariman, R. U
lowing members;
tUl's from date of commencement
Mr. Davis will submit to
However,
J.
Paca, Judge E. C, Abbott, Frank
court a transcrint of the ot w OI K.
district
the
I avan, Uenjamin
M. Head and A. B.
case, which will put the matter where
Renehan. The gentlemen are appoint it will be decided
upon.
BLUSHING GSRLS
watchof
the
not
alone for
ed
purpose
All during the sale and the trial a
ing and attending to state legislative
BRIDEGROOMS
FIND
crowd was present, not among
matters that would effect Santa Pe, large
the memthe
least
being
conspicuous
tut for the purpose of also conferring bers of the Woman's Christian TemNew York, May 9 Twenty blushing
v ith and taking up matters with the
Union, who took an active in- brides ran down the gangplank of the
perance
city council, that need attention.
terest in the proceedings. Thoy were steamship California today into the
The selection of the membership greatly disappointed
to learn that an, s of twenty bridegrooms.
committee was also made with special they could hope for not him; at the
Gladness reigned until the immigra-- j
lc.ference to the personality and the hands of the justice court, but quick- tion authorities found that eight of the
rersuasive qualities of the members, ly decided upon a somewhat strenu- girls did not have papers to prove
that a word from some of the mem-- i ous though effective scheme to put their identity, and told them they
bus at the right time might influence through their plan of stopping the could not remain unless they were
tome good citizen to join the chain- traffic.
'married first at Ellis Island, the imini- ber. The committee is. Judge l.oriii
They swooped down in a body up- - jgration detention station.
C Collins, Dr. James A.
Massie, S. on the barrels with the intention of
when the other 12 heard this they
Spitz and X. Salmon.
emptying the contents out upon the ,said Ulev would al Btanj together,
on ground. The constable, still being in and the 20 couples left for the island
In making up the
committee
New-OlSanta Fe the president had charge of one of the barrels, made to find a clergyman.
The prospective brides came from
many things to consider. The commit-!te- very heroic efforts to save the conthus stands: Chairman,
Judge tents of the package, but the women Scotland and Ireland, and the immi- not
so
be
would
J. R. McFie, Col. Bronson M. Cutting, were determined and
giation authorities said they were the
Frank Delgado, S. (!. Morley, Arch-- easily frustrated in their designs, so prettiest as well as the largest com-in
bishop J. 11. I'itaval and J. D. Sena. they pitched into the constable
pany that ever came here to be mar-The work of this committee will bring much the same way tliey do into a ried.
about a much desired result, that of washtub, and soon had the suds a
and managed to take possesREORGANIZATION CAUCUS.
preserving as much as possible the fiying,
c!d style of architecture in the city, sion of the liquor by the sheer force
House
D. C, May 8
Washington,
of arms.
During the short scuffle
the urging of those expecting to build, one
of the white Republicans will confer tonight about
the
crusaders
of
of a style in keeping with the quaint
a thumb badly dislocated, reorganization of the Republican conof ribbon had
southwest, and the consideration
The petition
committee.
hold
gressional
the
that
only
being
apparently
improvements and pairs on the his- the embattled constable seemed able for the call was circulated by Repub- toric Old Palace that will be always in to
of j
secure; and the defender of John licans who urge a reorganization
keeping with what it was originally Barleycorn himself received a cut on the congressional committee and fav- and that will be. stable. Judge McFie the hand from a hatchet wielded
Gar- by or the election of Representative
ppoke most aptly and fittingly about one of the erstwhile Carrie Nations.
diner of Massachusetts as its chair- this matter at the last chamber meetAs soon as the women routed the man. The Gardiner men have declaring and the selection of the gentle- enemy who so valiantly strived
to ed in favor of a "more progressive atcommittee."
men named is in line with the duties
the
of
on
the
titude
conpart
the
the
barrel,
guard
they poured
that they are fitted to perform.
tents out upon the ground. While
The committee on railroads is an- the good booze was thus flowing ouf
HOW'S THIS?
other admirable selection. The mem- to its disgraceful end, the ladies sang We Offer One Hundred Dollars Rebers are: Chairman, Levi A. Hughes, temperance songs, to sort of make
ward for any Case uf Catarrh That
Frank Andrews and II. B. Cartwright. the funeral service more impressive.
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
No one in Santa Fe is better
After they had finished their task
Cure.
to pass upon matters connected with they gave their names to the con- . . . . F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
the railroads that have to do with stable, and then stood around waiting
We, the undersigned, have known F.
this city, directly and indirectly, than to be arrested, but as no action was J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
a believe him nerfectlv honorable in all
Mr. Hughes. He understands the rail- taken that afternoon, they spent
road situation as it relates to Santa portion of their time investigating hnsillpsR ,ransaf,tinna and financially
Fe and so do Messrs. Cartwright and the drug stores, but. found therein jaWe to ca.ry out auy obligations made
Andrews, who are heavy shippers. nothing to further incite destructive by his firm.
The committee is an able one and tendencies.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
They have raised the purchase price
some good results are looked for durToledo, O.
of the liquor and have reimbursed the
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intering the coming year.
buyer in a financial way, their pleas- nally, acting directly upon the blood
Many of the other committees are ure
costing them about $50.
and mucous surfaces of the system.
will
of
mention
and
be
taken
worthy
may have her militant suf- Testimonials sent free Price 75 cents
England
to
time
from
time
the
as
occasion
tip
fragettes, but. Farmington most cer- per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
requires.
tainly has a goodly number of miliTake Hall's Familv Pills for
The appointments of Mr. Dorman tant prohibitionists.
find
to
tend
the right men in the
will
The San Juan Basin Oil company
right place, when it comes to the con-- ' is rapidly becoming a reality. In
sideration of matters relating to the Farmington last week over $2,000 was
arious subjects that may be under subscribed, besides about $1,500 which
consideration, and which from one was secured throughout the county.
time to another are being especially
Frank Staplin, who is one of the
trustees of the company, left yesteragitated.
day for Santa Fe, where he expects
to raise the bulk of the balance that
THOROUGH WORK.
is required to make the $7,500 which
Children of today would scorn
before
How a Santa Fe Citizen Fo.und Free- amount must be subscribed
clothes their mothers wore
the
and
be
will
the company
organized
dom From Kidney Troubles.
work of putting down a well be comwhen they were little. In chilmenced.
If you suffer from backache
dren's clothing there have been
The company has secured several
From urinary disorders
tremendous advances made in
Any curable disease of the kidneys, leases on sections of both government
comfort and convenience during
and
the
land
papers
land,
patented
Use a tested kidney remedy.
the last decade. Doctors, nurses,
Doan's Kidney Pills have been test- all being signed up.
J. O. Noggle, the oil man who will
ed by thousands.
and experienced mothers have
has
secured
have charge of the work,
Santa Fe people can testify.
all lent a hand in solving the
Can you ask more convincing proof the services of an expprt driller in
come out immediwill
who
east
the
problems of children's apparel.
of merit?
of the news
the
upon
Never has there been such a
receipt
ately
Posquale YannI, shoemaker, College that the
company has been perfected.
to meet every possible
N.
1902
"In
Santa
Fe,
Mex.,
variety
says:
St.,
Mr. Noggle, who is a stranger to
I gave a public testimonial in praise
demand of health, comfort, and
local people, was asked to give refof Doan's Kidney PiMs to the effect
which he did. The following
style as there is in the shops
that they had cared me of pain In my erences, came in
in anyesterday
telegram
today.
back, caused by disordered
kidneys. swer to a wire to the Lima Trust
Work oblige? me to sit down a good
The careful mother will keep
company of Ohio, which shows plaindeal and this weakened my kidneys,
s
in touch with the world's
he is a man entirely capable
that
ly
While at work I of
causing backache.
down a well:
in these lines by reading
putting
suffered more intensely than at any
Lima, Ohio, May 5, 1913.
about the clothes and accessoother time and I was very anxious to San Juan Co. Natl. Bank,
fiud a remedy that would relieve me.
ries advertised in the columns
Farmington, N. M.
Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I
J. O. Noggle absolutely reliable in
of The Santa Fe New Mexican.
procured a bnx and. to my delight, every respect. Nation Supply Co.
her children's
in selecting
they soon fixed me up In good shape. guarantee his ability as driller and
During the past seven years I have contractor.
Personal acquaintance
summer wardrobe she cannot
had no need of kidney medicine."
him
covers ten years. Recommend
afford to overlook anything for
For sale by all dealers.
Price DO to the fullest extent.
comfort that she might
their
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
(Signed) LIMA TRUST CO.
New York, sole agents for the United
It is the intention to work a double
easily procure if she knew just
States.
shift on the well, which will probably
where it was to be had.
Remember the name Doan's and enable the first three thousand foot
take no other.
hole to be sunk In about sixty or nine- -
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SACK OF

EVERYBODY LIKES A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF APPLAUSE AND
APPRECIATION SHOWN THEM WHEN THEY KNOW THEY HAVE
DONE A GOOD THING. WE ARE ALWAYS TRYING TO MAKE A HIT
WITH THE PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY BY HAVING A NEW, FULL
STOCK OF RELIABLE HARDWARE, AND BY BEING ABLE TO GIVE
CUSTOMERS JUST WHAT THEY WANT, AND BY MAKING GOOD, HON
EST PRICES, SO THAT EVERYONE WHO BUYS HARDWARE FROM
US WILL GO AWAY SATISFIED. WE CAN DO NO BETTER ADVERTISING THAN TO PLEASE OUR CUSTOMERS AND GET THEIR CONFI
DENCE AND GOOD WILL.
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WE STAND

it
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SAWED WOOD
Domestic Lump

LIKE A

np

BARRELS

TWO

WORKED
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.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE
--

Phce

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE

14.

HAVE

COMPANY.
IT."

Phone 14.

assiml-instructio- n.

,

(

Phone One Double 0 J.

l

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
EDAM CANT A PP To E1 Pas0' Bisbee Douglass and
riVUlH jAil I A rC all points in New Mexico, Ari-

zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

East
or
West

The

Best
Route
EUGENE FOX,

NEW

MEXICO

-

ROSWELL,

texas.

INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO.

The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located in the beautiful Pecos
Valley, 3, 700 feetabove sealevel,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
Fourelsewhere in America.
teen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. RHEA,

J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
W. A, F1NLAY.
c

For particulars and Illustrated

cata-ogu-

address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

d

e

NH-- M

Track of

Childrerfs Needs

R. R.

SHORTEST LINE TO

I

j

a

FOW

Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo.
WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

IFOR ALL EASTERN POINTS

N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove Is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n?ght Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

1

qua'r-ifie-

Keeping"

Denver & Rio Grande

plays a most imporThe grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

tant part.

,

"Jo.

MILITARY

IN ODS, Electricity

20

1

For Rates and Full lnformation'Addres
-F-

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

o0! Wood

oal

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

& S. F. Railroad Depot-

T- -

-

Spring is Here ! "Fixit Shop"
Why not have that
Upholstering Done

and Furniture

For Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood

Re-

paired ?

GUNS, BICYCLE,

We make Mission Furniture,
Shelving, Counters, Steplad-derand do all kinds

LOCK, KEY

and

s,

of

RHOADS
J.F.
NOVELTY WORKS.
ST.N.
104 GALI8TEO
SANTA
157 W.

::

Telephone

IIf

'

UPHOLSTERING

SPECIALTIES

repairing.

FE,

128

Galisteo St. Phone

109

J

Just Try a New Mexican Want M
i ant aiiir.k returns.

M. It you

HEW MEXICAN PBINTING
.Local Agents for

CO.

)

prog-'res-

THROUGH LINE TO

Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.
For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc, call on
Win. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, 239
San Francisco Street, or 'at Union Depot.

Hiiiiiiiuiiiiin iiiinin i

nun in milium

Foster-Milbur-

1 y "Elastic' Bookcase
Desk combined.

fy

M

IB

and

Desk Unit with few ot
many Book Units as desired.

A

disk and bookcase eve; made.
Roomy convenienatbac-its advantage! aod possi- bUities. G U, write Of pboot
us about it.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
lions

hut

believe

Xew .Mexican's lloyiiKiil of such a trained expert the
saving to tile tax payers, in
year, would lie lilty per cent,
The Waste.
DISCUSSED BV COL. R.
hae any spare dollars for boosting "Homo conception of the waste of
purposes before congress or stale
in
the public money
the Tinted
let us see that the money is
in road maintenance may be
COL. TWITCH ELL'S TRIBUTE TO NEW MEXICO.
own
r
our
chosen
expended
by
duly
elimal ically, physically. New Mcxito is ideal lor maggathered from the statistics which
"Geographically,
nlutiws.
snow that. out. of :.',. I, mm miles of
Travelers declare thai in our mountains and on our
nificent highways.
"A
mailer for the serious oonsideta-l.Miiilie road in use in J!hi4. in th3
plains are found the lincst. scenery in the world. We in New Mexico have
n of the association is the provisnot yet fully awakened to this feat lire as the great' si of New Mexii u
niicd States, only 7.1 per cent was
assets. It is our si" ial husitn rs to make these features availahleto the ion for a satisfactory salary to its impjuved, and those improvements
'
crt
That
be
a
ollicer
should
lary.
wealthy tourist who is asking, crying aloud, for mountain road to truvil
(osi the tidy sum of $7!),oiio,ni)i).
'an (apable of effecting organizaand opportunity to spend his money wUh us as veil as in he other
Lack of Skill.
t:ons
liii(,'ii;lioiil the state; one who
western and coast slates of the t'nion. New Mexico has all ami more than
"This waste shows what results
instill
in
the
ion
lb
f,i
fan
construct
the
the
i;
us
lit
available
Then
make
all
every
day
prompt
by
they possess.
I'leia
ho lack of skilled supervision,
the mountains
of the Camino Heal ami ether highways into
leading citizen and nwasi a an interest, which
THOUSANDS
JUST TWO WEEKS' FROM TOMORROW NIGHT AND THEN
revenue and political pull
will
inadequate
be
of
cur
mountain
it.
i
of
Our vast expanse
from
treeless hiins,
product
results. Such
canyons,
1'iid favoritism.
This waste will conAMONG THE district.
cleft during the centuries by wind anil wave, our forests of towering men are availabii bill they should be
DOLLARS IN VALUABLE PRIZES WILL BE DISTRIBUTED
Four $150 Diamond Rings, (purchas- spruce and royal pine, our sandy deserts, the glories of the opal sunrise, icwarded for th ir services by as large tinue until it. is made one man's business in each locality lo do road work
ed of H. C. Yontz, Jeweler, fcinnta Fe, the saffron sapphire hues of fiery sunsets, the indescribable majesty of a monthly slip. id as is possible.
SUCCESSFUL PARTICIPANTS.
X. M.) To be awarfled tne candidates our
sierras, all conspire to capture and delight the senses of
'this country is facing one of the' atail of the time and not to have it done
odd times as personal convenience
having the third highest, number of the tourist. These to us may seem commonplace, but in truth they are jgiiatest crisis in its history and addi-- j
votes in each of the four districts,
destined to become one of our greatest attractions ami assets. The world jfional transportation facilities un-- may dictate. Those who have given
Hie subject thought fill consideration
Four Trips to the Pacific Coast, of wealth and pleasure is looking for us. Let us help them liml us."
jtioubtedly will benefit, everv inhabi-VOTING IS FAST AND FURIOUS
at Loi Angeles,
(including
lant, and result in further develop-- ' generally agree that if is no exager-t.tio- n
lo declare that twice as muclf
San Francisco, Salt Lake City and
!""' in('n"'-sl''productiveness of
H, Twitchell. lawyer and age citizen is lamentably delicient and1"""1
road work- can he done under a busineSHAKE-UP- S
SCHEDULED FOR MONDAY 'Denver.) To bo awarded tne candi-it'ate- Col. Ralph
i. in- natural resources, tans eonlnlmlin
Your
unbelievable.
amount
almost
ss-like
having the fourth highest num-be- r historian, hut perhaps best known as
system and at no greater
ttig to an increase of the food supply
ccst than is incurred
of votes in each of the four dis- the cardinal good road booster, has average farmer or business man caul a. id a
by present
the
for
necessities
price
cheaper
come out forcefully for skilled super- learn more and prolit greater by readin
tricts.
(.f life. It. is no longer an open ques- methods in nearly every counly
is
in
Xew
.Mexico.
road
work
a
roads
of
vision
than
ing
I.
24th.
magazine
C.
S.
good
Four $75
Scholarships, (se- '1
lion as lo the power of the general this state. There should be a large
Tomorrow night will murk the close he (he two weeks ending Hay
in
of
for
Colonel
occasion
dreamed
he
Twitcliell's
every day
usually
of control and the county unit
of tlio first five weeks of The New Kvery candidate in the race has plan- cured through Mr. MacC'urdy, State
government to make appropriations: area
To be addres on good roads was the meeting
" "
and
Mexican's great $51)110 prize contest, af- ned a grand round up of every friend Agent, Albuquerque. X. M.)
in
the
otherwise
aid
iiaiurany suggests
development!
a warded the candidate having
"The public school funds would be ef the
the of New Mexico (lood Roads associaever)
mint; 10 Harmonize, yyltn
ter which there will remain only two and acquaintance and secure every fifth
the
construction
country
by
I
lie
attend-in
which
each'l'011
Albuquerque
votes
in
number
if
our
of
the
veil
twenty-liWilli
educational
highest
slate
central state authority.
expended
more weeks to secure enough votes available subscription.
and maintenance of
roads
( d as the retiring president.
i'lithnrities provided for a course of i- throughout the union. Itgood
nana
big prizes to be awarded nearly of the four districts.
Recommendations.
is
safe
to,
t.j win one of the twenty-nvj
Four $25 Gold Watches, (purchased
Striking sentences in Colonel llustrated lectures upon good roads predict that such a policy will be in- is therefore submitted and rec- some prizes offered. Every candidate lul the active eanumaies ieei uuu im-'It
of H. C. Yontz, Jeweler, Santa Fe, X. Twitcliell's address, which sounded and how to build and maintain them,
is working with might and main andlinre bound to win one ot them, even. M.
a very early date, cer- - f mmended that this association favor
To be awarded the candidates! the keynote for good read develop- delivered by experts in every public a.igurated at
nta ,,. ilin ,.n in nmlinta IIOIIS tllOllgll It IS- 1KH 1USI. lie one Uiej
no farther distant than the com- a bill to be prepared and introduced
tainly
sixth
the
number
of
as
are
in
follows:
this
in
hool
of
ment
institution
said
having
desire.be
si
highest
and
It might
right!
stale,
learning
i.vmiortions. and the race, which has'n.ost
at the next, session of the legislature,
pletion of (lie Panama canal.
in the long- - votes in each of the four d stricts.
'If this association stands for one this slate.
been a warm one from the very start, here that those who put
the following definite pro-'- .
"The
this
of
containing
state
have
people
In
all there are twenty-fivprizes
i
beeoniiiiR more of a thriller eacli isi suohes uuims m..isions
known for a long period that our highv ill undoubtedly
oil tne uesi offered, six for each district, besides
carry
day.
way administration is inellicieiit and
"ll
the grand prize $1,000 ir, oold. The;
repeal of the provision al- It isn't often that a newspaper is prizes.
"
Inthat our road laws need
the coninuttation of road taxes
lowing
exceeds
value
total
$5,000.
The end is now in sight and the
able to offer such a collection of valu
'
deed, if am any judge ot the demands ir. labor.
WRITE OR CALL ON CONTEST
:
r.tle prizes, and it has eclipsed any- time is indeed short. Don't think that
of the public, legislation of this charEDITOR.
"I2l A general and uniform lax of
or
in
New
a
that
secure
your lead,
yen are
lacter is quite as imperative as the de-- I ko mills for
thing ever before attempted by
this!
information
road purposes
Further
levied
rtgaiding
This contest has jou are hopelessly beaten because
Mexico newspaper.
mand for reform in our system of lax- - upon the assessed valuation
contest may be had by!
of all
created the wildest interest all over some competitor looms up' 100,000 great prize
ation. An inspection of our
on or writing the Cou'est Edipioperty in the slate, such levy to
the state, and the r,aee for the $1000 otes or so to the good. There are calling
read and bridge laws reveals at every he
tor
of The Santa Fe Xew Mexican.
mandatory upon each board of
r
ol
thousands
prizes literally hundreds, yes.
in gold and other twenty-foustage, the hand of soaie legislator or county commissioners.
31.1.
rwbst riptions yet to be had in the state Contest phone
is growing hot.
i,coup of law makers having in view
"i3) The appointment of a county
take'
of New Mexico, and it doesn't
New Score Monday.
a personal motive or a local situation.
highway
commissioner, who shall be
who
the
those
lor
proper
put
the'
"It. is evident that the time litis conn'
The names of the candidates and
a civil
in
each counly,
engineer,
v lien more attention must be
number of voles received for each up spirit " ,lu mMvr to get "somo-- j
paid to whose duty shall be the
construction,
to tomorrow night will appear in Mon- - where."
;a centralized adniiiiislral ion, collided s'.nervision
and maintenance of all
Read TheContest News.
From 49 to 05 degrees was the
with harmonious
with
(lav's issue of The New Mexican.
highways, such appointment
At this stage of the game it is
range in temperature yesterday and
county and municipal authorities. In,cunty
promises to be full of surprises from
to lie made
by the board of county
essential that the candidates and the average relative humidity was 38
ofuor to best accomplish the construcThat the late begintop to bottom.
etnniissioners of each county,
tion of a system of state and county
ners are bringing up their vote totals their friends read the daily contest per cent. There was a trace of rain.
"(II Tile building of roads and the
news and keep posted on the progress The day was somewhat dusty but the
so materially is the best evidence
highways, to know what litis been maintenance and
It showers and thunder in the distance
and
repair thereof to
ef
other
rivals
developments.
Iho
what
and
dene
is
elsewhat
now
and
interest
of future
being done
be let by contract to persons giving
efnote
is
also
candidates
in
that
the
and
the
important
light
sprinkle
city
where as to highway construction, is'
contest will be before the closing days.
bonds,
to know what is best for future work satisfactory surety company
The leaders of .today should keep ever instructions and follow the lead of the fected a "change."
all grades, drains,
j
in
bridges and cul-- j
voiced
as
contest
these
X
a. m. today the mercury stood
At
department
;cf this kind in Xew .Mexico.
lastingly at it and not "rest on their
verts to he placed and made under the
of experience
has at 43 degrees in this city. The tem"As a matter of administration of
nir" at tins Ktne'e ol t ie fninc o ner- "lu"111'1'the i.n.r,
supervision of a competent, civil engi- to
most
effective
folgot
was
in
ways
as
cities
other
not
the1
who
are
affairs
perature
of any sort it is not
wise some of those
public
nowjlSht
who may act for more than one
b, the initial nnsitions will take a big h0,es n(l vote them, and your success lows:
of ollicers
legitimate compensation
ccunty, provided the said counties lio
ov failure might depend upon informaunder any system of government.
Amarillo, 52; Bismarck, 38; Boise,
jump and land first place.
tion gleaned here.
'however high their salaries may be, adjacent.
Contest Nearing Home Stretch.
54; Cheyenne, 38; Dodge City, 58:
"(5) All contracts lo be let to the
COMPLETE LfST OF PRIZES
or' lowest
that makes a system burdensome
The lieeliest part of the contest will
Durango, 38; Flagstaff, 30; C.rand
and best bidder after proper
The list of prizes and manner of dis- Junction, 50; Helena,
to
38;
Kansas
the. people;
ledious
but it is the
advertisement.
City, 58; Lander, 40; Los Angeles, 52;
robbery, the political favoritism the
"nil Full jurisdiction to be vested
Modena, 40; Phoenix, 58; Portland,
contemptible nepotism
practiced un,
der color of the law which is respon-- : ii.olely in the several boards of cottn- 52; Pueblo, 48; Rapid City, 34;
commissioners
and the law pro- 48; Roswell, 48: Salt Lake, 54;
s'hle for a state of the public lnind!
lor counly road boards re- 52;
San Francisco, 54;
Spokane,
which in its present demand for the wiling
i
i
Wiil emu mwiia 1wibmui
,J
and
YVinnemucca, 4ti.
tew ' ' tUt u
my duties now perihilinlive referee, iiiin ion!
Forecast.
been willing lo overthrow the cardinal 'formed by su il boards to be
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Threatof county com-thCOL. RALPH E. TWITCHELL.
liinciples of the government of the formed by the
ening with local thunder showers to- Lawyer, Historian and Retiring President of the New Mexico Good Roadi fathers in order to remedy existing lnissioners or
county highway
-commissioner. as the legislature shall
Assoai ation.
night or Saturday.
evils.
For New- Mexico: Generally fair;
"In my judgment, the best way for determine.
Reasons For Repeal.
except local rain in east portion to
the remedying of present content ions
night or Saturday.
"Reasons for Ihe repeal of the act
thing more than any other, it is the! "In all, I have traveleu approximate- and evils in this state Is that, workI
cast
votes
for
and
5,000
Conditions.
,
hereby nominate
elimination of political preference and ly four thousand miles and have given ing together for the good of the peo- establishing and
creating county road
Little change has occurred in the machine power in the administration,; nearly a month's time to the business ple and not to further political ad- boards are apparent. The time has
Miss, Mr. or Mrs.
of
of
local
areas
'maintenance
control
of
and
the
high
relative position
the; of the association; at every place
vantage, the boards of county com- not arrived in New Mexico when the
and low barometer although there is roads and highways of this state.
meetings were held, even missioners and county road boards I ublic can secure the service of comAddress
the pressure
a slight increase in
"The construction and maintenance! though upon occacions, notably at Al- should employ an engineer who should petent patriois without, pay. The
generally west of the Rockies, and ef our highways is today a greater buquerque in the beginning, the at be placed in entire charge of county building of roads and their mainten
as a candidate in the Santa Fe New Mexican's great $5,000
showers are reported from the north factor in the economic growth of; tendance was comparatively slight.
road work, who, in turn should be ance is strictly a business proposition
prize contest.
Pacific coast. Rain lias also fallen communities than ever before in the
of the greatest importance, and
s
of our good f i.ided by the state highway coinmis-rnadThis nomination blank, when clipped out, name and ad"In
the
organization
the
Rockies
of
along the eastern slope
rules should govern the conduct
of our country. Modern meth-- j
standard
dress properly filled in and mailed or delivered to the conimpedl-jficserious
one
history
regarding
"Locals"
specifications,"!
from South Dakota to the Texas pan- t.ds of
of public with no less force than
test department of The Santa Fe New Mexican will count
transportation and travel im-- i h.ent has been discovered i. e.. the ians and methods of construction.
mod-- !
handle. Temperatures remain
affairs. The laborer is worthy of
demand modern methods in wtivities of professionally
view of the vast sums of money,
"In
as 5,000 votes for the candidate nominated.
peratively
employed
orate, with little change. Conditinos road construction.
The city or town "organizers" of national good roads expended annually on
Note: Candidates are expected to nominate themselves in
our roads",! his hire.
local thunder showers in this
favor
f lie
immediate pressing necessity
which is today located upon a well! associations notably, the National Old; bridges and culverts, even in New
this contest. Don't wait for someone else to nominate you.
section tonight or Saturday,
111 rofd
construction of the
constructed and maintained nignway, ',,,,
Clip this blank and send in today.
ami ocean to Ocean Highway Mexico, the necessity for using these
ration of effort in the completion
benefits tin- - .elation. In order to secure
Hie best possibl
to
material
receives
funds
daily
NOMINATION BUNK ACCEPTED FOR EACH
ONLY
SANTA FEANS FIRE
maintenance of the ('amino Real,
before the advent of modern lx,,.(hj,s in these organizations great by having a trained engineer, is
LONG TELEGRAM TO
CANDIDATE NOMINATED.
this, some t!l- - backbone of our system of
ei'iorls were put forth by these prose- parent. To accomplish
COUNTY CLERK ORTIZ. motor vehicles.
their
lying adjacent might employ v'"il5's, the main artery of commerce
"A reading of any of our great lyters. and in
consequence,
f'ween our urban and farming corn- ve-the same engineer, provided robbery,
and
increased
been
motor
have
with
memberships
eriodicals,
dealing
JIarcelino A. Ortiz, clerk of Santa
munilies. T his association by proper
VOTING SCHEDULE
and
and
i Unit of the
Good
New
Roads
will
Mexico
personal
political
any-jobbery
and
roads,
hides
good
satisfy
Ke county was the recipient of much
memoralize
the
nepotism and "pull" are eliminated as lesolution should
one that the stock of information on association" is at a stand still.
telegraphic attention on the part of
road building authorities to this efand subscription price of
subjects possessed by the aver-- : stcnnlly I favor all of these organ iza- factors in the equation. By the emsome of his Santa Fe friends yesterfect. The places where construction
day. Signing themselves as "The
on tins highway are imperative are
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN (DAILY), NEW MEXICAN REHunch" they sent him the following
in Mora county, a bridge over
Ihe
VIEW (WEEKLY) AND EL NUEVO MEXICANO (WEEKtelegram, charges collect-"HonMora and Sapello rivers, the rehuild-:i;M. A. Ortiz,
and relocation of the road out
LY), ARE AS FOLLOWS:
"Care Charley Clay, St urges Hotel,
ef Wutroiis westward, some construc"Albuquerque, N. M.
tion and permanent maintenance be"Serious charges preferred against
M0W AR""Wfc I WANT
tween Las Vegas and Glorieta, con
A
YUTO TAKE THOSE Mjwik
county clerk and aldermen for having
U
struction and improvements between
school
induced
THINGS OFF AND
superintendent to
l.a.
THIRD PERIOD
FOURTH PERIOD
and Albuquerque,
and
Bajada
WITH YOUR.
town for purpose of seeing
leave
.
from Albuquerque south through the
From May 5th to May 17th.
From May 19th to Mav 24th, Infor
and
also
circulating
prize fight
the following votes will be
clusive, tho following votes will be
alley of the Rio Grande. A bridge
on subscriptions :
issued on subscriptions :
wooden nickels.
aiross the Uio I'nerco is also necesNEW MEXICAN.
NEW MEXICAN.
".Manuel Is all
right. Be more
'I
PRICE
VOTES
sary if any considerable travel is to
VOTES
pi; ice
Uii
Old or
careful and if necessary call on Mc-- t
Old or
be expected over the highway leading,
Mail
New
Carrier
Mall
Carrier
New
Millen to keep Johnnie out of trouble,
. .? 1.25
3 Mo..
J 1.60
8 3 Mo.
1.50
$ 1.25
2,000
1,000
t 3.00
yfst from Isleta to Gallup and points
. .
3.00
2.50
8 1
6
"This message is sent collect judg-- j
6.000
2.50
4,000
i
in
Arizona. Dridges are also needed
I
.
5.00
1
6.00
Q
6.00
6.00
18,000
yeai
12,500
nearly
year.
ing from the trip you have taken you
. 10.00
12.00
12.00
10.00
40,000
over the Puerto and the Rio Grande
30,000
AND
NOuJ
"
5
flush
has
as
and
25.00
are all
30.00 125,000
stopped
30.00
25.00
Mayor Lopez
y
100,000
el wren Helen and Socorro.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL
not received any salary he recom
THIS IS SmRMt TOO.
r'OW N t
HoO
NUEVO MEXICANO.
NUEVO MEXICANO.
Continue To Work.
to
on
call
mends
Sellers
you
Mayor
PRICE
VOTES
VOTES
PRICE
must te- tamma,
C.
"In reiiring as president, of this asOld or
in case you need financial assistance."
Old or
Mail
New
Mail
New
sociation, 1 wish to tender my thanks
The telegram was sent following
00
$
1
800
1,800
.$ 1.00
year.,
and
" ..
z.UD
Mr.
appreciation to the many patriots
Alderman
news
2
that
.
2.00
the
5,000
Ortiz,
3,500
ft 5 "
5.00
" ..
in the cause. As before I shall con5
.
5.00
18,000
12,600
Akers and County School Superin.
tinue lifting tip my voice in aid of
tendent John V. Conway had gone to
the cause whenever and wherever the
the Duke City for a little outing.
demands of my personal affairs will
One of "The Bunch" stated this aft- - j
ernoon that Mr. Ortiz had evidently
;erniit. Let us hope that in another
year the traveler on the Camino Tieal
accepted the telegram and paid the
may breakfast in Raton and dine in
charges the price of some forty odd
beers in cold cash! What he will do!
Albuquerque."
to the "bunch" when he returns re- mains lo be seen.

tribullon is as follows:

BIG

NEW MEXIC

NEW MEXICO'S RO

One Thousand Dollars In Gold Coin.
To be awarded tho candidate securing
the greatest number of votes in the
entire contest, regardless as to district limitations.
Four $450 Story and Clark Pianos,
LeBrmrd-Limlomaof
(purchased
Co., Albuquerque, N. M.) To be awarded the candidate having the greatest
number of votes in each of the four
districts after the grand capital prize
has been awarded.
Four $200 Indian Motorcycles, (purchased of N'eal & Kirk putvick, Agents,
?anta Fe, X. SI.) To be awarded the
OF candidates having the second highest
'number of votes in each of the four
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VOTE COUPON
The Santa Fe New Mexican's

S5.000.00 Prize Contest

WASHERWOMAN (5
HEIR TO $50,000

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, TJ. S
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., April
j

1, 1913.

1

VOTE

Notice Is hereby given that Reymun-dAnalla, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
Entry 0G1S5
April 6, 1908, made
No. 13833, for NW
NW
Sec
NE
NE
Sec
NW
26, N
27, Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M
F. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion to make five year Proof, to estab
lifh claim to the land above described,
before H. C. Kinsell, S. U. Comr., at
Stanley, N. M., on May 10, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ventura Anaya, Pantaleon Montcya,
Jose Valencia, Pino Villanueva, all of
Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
4

For Miss, Mr. or Mrs
Address

This coupon, when neatly clipped out, name and address
filled in, and brought or sent to the Contest Department of
The New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M., will count as 1 vote. .
Do not roll or fold. Mali in flat packages.

1-- 4

2

'

'

'SATURDAY.

Youngstown. Ohio,
May
Blanche McVey, who has an engage-- !
ment to wash clothes for a family, to- day heard from an attorney at Mulfort,
Cal., that an uncle had died and left
her J.in.lMO.
She said that if she
couldn't find any one to take her place
.Vonday she would do the washing herself rather than disappoint the family.
"Then I am going to California and
take possession of the fortune left
me," she said.
Mrs. .McVey came here with her husband and three children from Cleveland 12 yeas ago. When her husband
was killed on a railroad on which he
worked she was compelled to earn the
living for herself and children.

Register

(
--

iV.

" AND FRANK CHANCE (N GRAND
UNCLE DUD SUGGESTS MUGGSY M'GRAW AS "OTHELLO
.
OPERA. SEEING THAT Tnc rttNo utnnnu orunimu omna m inu wom-indis-

Could th
laurel crowned whistler might be developed. Would that
Hill an S. R. O.-- house as a head line tinction qualify the adept recipient to
a leading role in Hamlet?
attraction?
I'm blessed if 1 know! Very possibly
Mx?
And yet everyono will admit that it yes as things are going.
Frank Chance has signed as manrruuires more gray matter to play
!ood whist than it does to punch the ager of the New York Americans at a
next best scrapper into a state of reputed salary of $23,1)00 per annum.
temporary inactivity or to pile up a Will he be singing in grand opera
i.ext season for $11,000 per week?
tutting average of .300 pliiB.
Why not?
I never heard of Chick Evans, the
self . champion, being offered a the-- i Johnny Coulon would make an exceti ical engagement, but Chick would llent cardinal in Henry the Eighth and
would certainly
undoubtedly make a better showing as I'ackey MeFarland
a real actor than the best second base- puck the galleries as the Venetian
man that has ever figured in a box Jew. Muggsy McGraw would be a
stream as Othello and Rube Marquard
score.
Some five or ten millions of our cit- would make a heaven-borQuick, Watson. The needle!
izens chew gum more of less artisUNCLE BUD.
tically and a champion gum chewer I'm fainting!
'

V SliDE

I

"MUGGSY WOULD BE

A

(By J. Campbell Cory.)
As I was saying, the effect of sports
beupon the drama of this country is
every
evident
coming more strikingly
year. Since John L. went into living
pictures 20 odd years ago, it has gradually become the custom for champions, or near champs, to seek the
reining sheckles from behind the foot-

SCREAM

A S

voo

UiMTE

)

c.her sidelights of the game, not to
mention old Bob himself, who is still
foundering through a monologue and
who will dig
linding a few
up real money to watch the
wonder make a fool of himself.
But all this has led up to the thought
which has caused me to have bad
dreams and wake up screaming
s

one-tim- e

to-v-

(By W. H. "Wetzel.)

-

By forcing the fighting last night at
tire bouts held in Albuquerque by the
Kew Mexico Athletic club, Benny
Chavez, of Trinidad, was given the decision over Eddie Marino, of New
York. Marino demonstrated that he
could stand lots of punishment and
Chavez's followers were disappointed
ty his failure to land a knockout blow.
Several times he had Marino groggy,
tut his blows lacked the steam necessary to send his opponent to the mat
fcr the count. Marino landed many
of his blows, but their effect upon
Chavez was hardly noticeable.
The three preliminaries to the
main bout were all concluded before
the final round by the loser's seconds
tcssing the "sponge" into the ring.
The first bout, between Young
Rivers, who made such an impressive
Showing in his fight at the Elks'
smoker In this city and Young Corbett, resulted in the sixth straight victory, without defeat, for the former.
The first two rounds were very fast
and about even, but in the third Rivers
landed continually to head and soon
s
liad Young Corbett groggy. His
threw up the sponge to save him
from knockout. This bout was scheduled for five rounds and introduced
Scotty Monteith's protege, Johnny
Dundee, as referee. Manager Mark
Levy announced that Dundee will
light Tommy Dixon, of Kansas City,
5n Albuquerque on July 4. This promises to be the best bout ever staged
in Albuquerque or the middle west.
The second bout gave Benny
a victory over Kid Payo in the
fourth and final round. It was
sec-end-

Car-Bo- n

Car-con'- s

fight throughout and Payo's
seconds saved him from a knockout
after he had been floored twice in the
lourth. Scotty Monteith refereed this
bout and like Dundee received an
ovation from the fans. He announced
before the contest that he refused to
allow Dundee to fight against Wolgast
as the latter wanted all the better of
the money end and that as he wanted
a percentage of the gate receipts,
would not allow Dundee to fight for
the ridiculously small amount offered
The arfcy Promoter Tom McCary.
a
for
twenty
had
been
rangements
round go at Vernon, Calif., on June
10.

was a frost as far as
The semi-fina- l
real fighting v. us concerned. Young
Sandoval was the victor over Buddy
mlth. Smith laid down in the second
round, but Director Levy, who was the
third man in the ring, made him get
up and fight. But he coudi't fight and
the third time Sandoval floored him
In the second, the sponge was thrown

US'

TH

o

EOT

on the
for contingent
expenses
ground that the governor's veto of a
part of the appropriations made for
these purposes by the legislature had
the effect of defeating the entire apArguments were made
propriation.
by the attorney general in behalf of
Jamison this afternoon.

BASEBALL.
Standing of the Clubs.

old-tim-

Oscar Stallage, Detroit catcher, will,
this coming year, attempt to catch a
baseball thrown from the top of Washington monument, 555 feet bit'ii.
While at Chattanooga, he got ti
talking over the feat wi'h Charlie
catcher,
Street, former Washington
now at Chatanooga, who accomplished it in 19oS. Charlie t'escr b"d the
he exper
peculiar sensations
ienced while catching the ball and
Stanage decided that he wanted some
of that himself.
Oscar will do the stunt merely for
the personal titisfactio:- lie will got
out of it. St.'et did it id the behest
oi friends in Washington for the sake
f
of a newspaper story to give
some pu' licity.
In 1910, Billy Sullivan, then Washington catcher, succeeded in catching
three balls thrown from the top of
the monument. He did this to show
he
besides
Charlie that somebody
could do it. Stanage has nothing of
this in mind, merely wanting the experience.
It is necessary to get a permit from
eome Washington official before the
stunt can be tried. It is against the
law to throw anything, even a paper
sack, from the monument. By some
special permission can sometimes Be
obtained.
When Street accomplished the feat
there were newspaper reporters and
photographers on the scene. When
Stanage does it lie will probably do
so quietly.
"I didn't want to attempt to catch
the ball at all," said Charlie, telling
the story of the stunt. "Ed Grillo of
the Washington Star asked me to do
it but I told him that better catchers
than I had failed, so I didn't think
thit I would be successful.
"He insisted, however, and I finally
The day was bad for the
consented.
sky was high and there- was a bad
Thriteen balls were
wind blowing.
thrown from the top. I might have
caught the first one if I had tried,
It landed only
but I didn't dare.
tbout four feet from me.
"The first few balls were tossed out
of a window on a side facing the sun
so that I had it at my back. The
light in the sky was so strong, however, that I couldn't see the ball. The
wind carried it on that side also.
"Finally, I went over into Hie shadow of the monument and had tbem
ow the balls over there.
They
threw three beforo I had the ball
I caught the fourth one
judged.
thrown Into the shadow.
"I didn't catch it all alone. I had
a helper. When the ball started I
paid no attention to it. When it got
about 200 feet from me in the air, my
helper, who had been watching It,
yelled "There it is! Above you!"
him-it-l-

j

I

"I looked up and as I saw it com-!in- c
dowft. T knew that I was going
to catch it. It is a peculiar sensation

as you see it coining at you and you
know that you are going to get it.
"T stenned
forward two or three
steps, then hack one and caught the
it
ball over my head, stiff armed.
was the speediest and heaviest ball 1
ever caught.
"The misiake that most catchers
who try to do this will make is that
they will try to follow the ball from
the time it starts until it reaches the
cround. You've seen catchers go af
a few
ter high fouls, circle around
times and then lunge savagely aner
the ball as it sails away from them?
Well, that's the way I did at first with
these balls. They can't be caught
that way. You have to wait until they
get pretty close to tne ground oeiore
you try to judge them.
"The ball can't be seen when it first
starts. It drops about 100 feet before it gets into view. It is supposed
to be traveling 330 feet a second when
it hits the glove."
Street has the ball that he caught
and the glove that he caught it with,
as well as a picture of the affair.

j

3
6
5

This had not been made
Pet. declarations, but the public
.833 press generally, have not
.714 piace this interpretation on
tion.
.714

5

.706

10
14
13
15
16

391
.350
.318
.158

American League.
Won. Lost.

Club.

I

15
15

Philadelphia
Cleveland
Washington
Washington
Chicago
St. Louis
Boston

12
12
14
9
7
7
3

Detroit
New York
Western

"MIKE" BACA
COMING FAST
The friends of "Mike" Baca are
greatly pleased at the progress he is
making as an athlete.
The result of the contest last week
gave great encouragement and his
training since has shown that confi-

ed

the greatest part

of

'

d

.389
.118

Pet.
.618
.528
.486
.471
.453
.438

SUNDAY'S

"

1
0

2
7

3

At Brooklyn
9 4
5
Chicago
7 6 1
Brooklyn . . '.
Batteries: Pierce, Reuibach, Humphreys, and Archer; Stack, Curds and
Miller.
At Boston
9

1

5 11

6

4

.

Simon,

York-Cinci- nnati

3 10
1
6

New York

1

0

Batteries: Frome and Clarke; Marquard, Crandall and Meyers, Wilson.
American

League.

Detroit-N-ew

'.;.;.

York

V.

Detroit

IN CHANCERY OF NEW JERSEY.
In the matter of the application of
The Prudential Insurance Company
of America for the acquirement of
its capital stock for the benefit of
its policyholders.
Order fixing hearing on application
for Appointment-oAppraisers.
It appearing to the Court that The
Prudential Insurance Company of
America has heretofore filed its duly
verified petition,; from which it appears that theipaid petitioner is a
stock life insurance corporation, incorporated by the State of New Jersey, and that the Board of Directors
of said Company have determined
that it would be conducive to the welfare of the corporation and in the interests of the policyholders thereof to
change the corporation from a stock
life insurance corporation to a mutual
life insurance corporation, and said
corporation now applying to the Chancellor to appoint two or more disinterested persons to appraise the value
of the capital stock of the said corporation, and also to appoint one or
more counsel to represent, the policyholders before such appraisers and in

The entertainment committee of the
local lodge of Elks,, assisted by the
local baseball committee are furthering plans for strengthening the lineup of the local Elks baseball team,
and it is the intention of those in

12

2
6

5

and
Ford
"BatteriesWarhop,
Sweeney; Willett, Zamloch and Stani
age.
-

American Association.
At Indianapolis
7 0
Toledo
2 6 2
Ii.dianapolis
Collamore and Living; Batteries:
stone; Kaiserling, Merz and Clark.

....

MEXICO READY TO PROTECT
LIVES AND PROPERTY.
(Continued from page one).
which was reported
Wednesday as having arrived at
Sonora.
This machine, the pioneer of Mexican rebel aerial navy, made a suc- -

other aeroplane

,.

'

-

"''

is, therefore, on this twenty-secon- d
n
day of April, A. D.. 1913, on mo-tioof Edward D. Duffield, Solicitor

that
of said petitioner, ORDERED
said application be heard by the Chancellor at the State House in the City
of Trenton on the tenth day of June,
1913, at ten thirty o'clock in the forenoon,' or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, at which time and
place the Chancellor will hear all parties in interest who may then appear.
It is further ordered that notice of
such hearing shall be given to the
Commissioner of Banking and. Insurance of this State by serving a copy
of this order upon him within fifteen
days from the making thereof, and
that notice of said application be given to the stockholders of said corporation by mailing a copy of this or- der to each of said stockholders at
his postoffice address, as the same
appears, upon the books of the said
corporation, within fifteen days from
the date hereof; and that notice of
said application be given to the policyholders of the said corporation by
publishing a copy of this order in one
or more newspapers printed and published in the capital of each and every state of the United States in
which the corporation does business,
and in a newspaper printed and published in the cities of Edmonton, Alberta: Victoria. British Columbia;
Fredericton,
Manitoba;
Winnipeg,
New Brunswick; Halifax, Nova Sec--:,
tia; Toronto, Ontario; Quebec, Quebec; and Regina, Saskatchewan, In
the Dominion of Canada, once a week
for at least four weeks, the first publication to be made within fifteen
days'fronr the date hereof. In case
no newspaper is published in the cap
ital of said States of the United States,
then' said publication may be made
in a newspaper having a general circulation within said States.
E. R. WALKER.

"

.THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.

G

EEL

stxicL
15
0
Prices,

ELKS

--

f

petition,

...1

Boston
and
Camnitz, Robinson
Kelly; James and Whaling.

'"

today.

taken under or in pursuance, of said

Steele, Geyer and McLean, Wingo;
Alexander and Dooin.

At

situa-

C.

ifrlriiWMaV IMIILIlMl
ilLlgSV
"Rri Headache Nervousness
due to disorders
andoxBackache ana
uiadder
Kidneys

LINE-U- P

COMEDY

1

'
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At New

the

CRAWLED HALF MILE
THROUGH 15 INCH
SEWER: IS CAUGHT

It

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

and the
failed to

ELKS BALL CLUB

ZTO BE CHAMPIONS.

Tightwad's Predicament "FARCE
DRAMA
The Strength of Men

VITAGRAP- H-"

National League.
At Philadelphia
St. Louis

the annual

loss of millions of dollars in spoiled
eggs.
The department also criticizes the
methods of production,
marketing
and shipping of eggs in many states.
These also play a part in the yearly
loss.
"Every year there is a loss of millions of dollars in bad eggs," says
result of
the report, "the direct
haphazard methods of production,
marketing and shipping, which are
now in vogue in many states. The
great part of this loss is due mainly
to ignorance or indifference on the
part of the farmer and producer and
only a small part is caused by. carelessness on the part of the buyer and
,
shipper."
The bulletin reviews the work that
is being doine by experiment stations
in
and other agricultural colleges
trying to eliminate the evils and says
"On every hand an interest Is being
manifested in improving the conditions in all branches of poultry work."
A general reform in the handling of
the egg from the nest to the breakfast table is outlined in the bulletin.

dence in him is not misplaced.
G. Volney Howard has had Baca
under close and skillful training with
results that promise more than ordi
nary success in the roped arena.
In a conversation With volney
this morning, that sport enthusiast
declared that Baca' Is certainly "fit."
He has splendid wind, a quick action
and a very strong punch.
"In fact," said Mr. Howard, "Baca
has made wonderful progress."
Within two weeks time an offer will
be made to match "Mike" Baca against
NO MONEY FOR THE PEN;
any man in the state at 12b pounds,
OFFICIALS GO TO COURT.
at ringside.
Cheyenne,. Wyo., May 9. Funds for
The sport lovers are looking
to same good tilts in the future the maintenance of the state penitentiary at Rawlins and several departwitn tins new canmuaie iui uuuuio.
ments of the state government are
tied up pending the decision 'of the

TO-NIBI0GRAP- H-"

Washington, D. C May 9. The
of the bad egg, from an
economic standpoint, solely, has been
looked into by the department of
agriculture, which today set forth its
findings in a bulletin entitled "The
Care of the Farm Egg."
To the ignorance and indifference
of the farmer and producer and not
to the buyer and shipper, is attribut-

In official

-

Today's Games.

BLAMES FARMERS

....

Leavenworth, Kan., May 9. Clyde
League.
Stratton, who made a daring escape
Won. Lost. Pet. from
the federal penitentiary here
3
.833
15
March 29 by crawling half a mile
13
6
.684
a fifteen inch- sewer, is under
.611 through
11
7
arerst in Pekin, 111., according to the
9
9
.500
belief of prison odicials, based upon
.412
10
7
of the Pekin man received;
7
.412 photographs
10
""

Club.
Denver
St. Joseph
Washington, D. C, May 9 Eighteen Lincoln . .. . . ; .
or more members of the house will Omaha
brave sunstroke May 17 in their an- Des Moines , . ,
nual uaseball game between the Re- Topeka .,; ...
11
Sioux City
publican and Democratic parties in
2
15
lueir chamber. The proceeds, which Wichita
will be coaxed from an admiring pubPacific Coast League.
lic, will be turned over to the local
Won. Lost.
association.
rounds
Representap.'ay;
21
13
Los Angeles
is
organNew
of
tive Kingead,
Jersey,
19
17
Venice
Democratic
isms and will captain the
18
19
San Francisco
tram.
16
18
Oakland
The captain of the Republicans is
14
17
Portland
beii g kept a dark secret.
14
18
Sacramento
is
pracCn paper, the teams lineup
tically as follows:
1 .emocrats
Thos. T. Reilly, of Connecticut; B. P. Harrison, Mississippi;
!
National League.
J. T. McDermott, Illinois; W. A.
Chicago at Brooklyn.
J, Arkansas; AValter Elder, LouisiPittsburg at Boston.
ana; F. J. Garrett, Tennessee; P. A. B.
Cincinnati at New York.
Win. F. Murray.
Louse, Kentucky;
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Connelly,
Massachusetts; Maurice
E. Y.
lewa; Sam Rayburn, Texas;
American League.
Webb, North Caronlla.
at Chicago.
Washington
C.
E.
PennsylPatton,
Republicans
New York at Detroit.
C.
G.
S.
Porter, Pennsylvania;
vania;
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
Fred A.
P. Norton, North Dakota;
Boston at Cleveland.
Brltton, Illinois; John M. Moran, Pennsylvania; James Manahan, Minnesota;
American Association.
John J. Rogers, Massachusetts; AmColumbus at Louisville.
C.
B.
brose Kennedy, Rhode Island;
Toledo at Indianapolis.
Siemp, Virginia; C. B. Miller; Minn.
Minneapolis at Milwaukee. ,
of
Kansas,
Murdock,
Representative
St. Paul at Kansas City:
in
the
the
house,
of
leader
Progresives,
lias been asked to act as umpire.

BAD EGG BULLETIN

Don't Hide Them With a Veil; Remove Them With the Othine Prescription.
This prescription for the removal
of freckles was written by a prominent physician and is usually so successful in removing freckles and giving a clear, beautiful complexion that
it is sold by all druggists under an
absolute guarantee to refund the
money if it fails.
Don't hide your freckles under a
veil; get an ounce of othine and remove them. Even the first few
should show a wonderful
improvement, some of the lighter
--

Old-fit-

STANAGE WILL TRY
MONUMENT STUNT

FRECKLES

National League.
freckles .vanishing entirely..
r
Won. Lost. Pet.
Clubs.
Be sure to ask the druggist for the
10
6
.625
Philadelphia
double strength othine; it is this that
14
9
.609 is sold on the money-bacChicago ..."
guarantee.
12
8
.600
Brooklyn
13
9
.591
St. Louis
10
.526 cessful flight over the fortifications
9
New York
s
10
.455 of the lluerta forces around Guay-ma12
Pittsburg
yesterday according to advices
.368
7
12
Boston ...
.238 received by Consul Manuel Pina Y.
5
16
Cincinnati
Cuevas. '

Where They Play Today

"WILL CHANCE BE SINGING IN GRAND OPERA NEXT SEASON?

into the ring. The bout was scheduled for four rounds.
The main bout was the card of the
The two boys were at it
evening.
all the time and while several chances
came to Chavez to land a final blow
he was unable to do so. Monteith's
effective coaching kept Marino in the
ring, and while he landed only a few
telling blows during his aggressive
moments his defensive work was good.
Iiis ability to stand lots of punishment
was all that saved him from the blows
that Chavez landed. Had Chavez
landed a majority of his blows 'the
final ending would have been different,
resides using Marino's head as his objective, Chavez landed many straight
lefts to the neck, ordinarily a weak
spot, but they seemingly had very
little effect. Chavez also uppercut
frequently, but could not do any damThough
age to his agile opponent.
there were no clean knockdowns, both
boys went to their knees once. Marino went down in the second, but was
up quickly and retaliated by putting
his opponent down in the fourth, but
enly momentarily.
The first round was about even on
and third were
points, but the second
'
in Chavez's favor. In the fourth Marino had the advantage after he sent
Chavez to his knees with a stomach
blow, but the latter evened the round
up by strong hitting to the head. Both
boys appeared tired at the end. The'
fifth was all Chavez's, as he landed repeatedly to head and body, forcing
Marino to keep covered. Marino's
swings went wild. The sixth and seventh rounds went to Chavez, his blows
being more effective and Marino was
tired and though he landed several
times, his blows were weak. Marina
cpened the seventh aggressively, but
scon was forced to defend. The eighth
went to Marino, who came back at
chavez strongly. For a while he had
Chavez swinging wildly, but he did
not have a punch heavy enough to
put him away. In the ninth Marino
again was the aggressor and both took
at'd gave with an apparent desire to
make the round decisive. Marino's
blows lacked the steam essential to
victory and the round was about an
even break. In the tenth Chavez werot
in to win, but failed to land so many
of his swings that Marino stayed the
round. It was Chavez's round.
Referee William Barday started ail
ovation of applause by raising Chavez's glove as a token of victory.
Chavez will probably fight Chico on
May 30 in an endeavor to make up for
his defeat at the latter's hands.
The attendance was very large and
extremely enthusiastic. Among thp
Sapta Feans at the ringside were
Harvey Oatman, Marcelino Ortiz,
Lopez, Johnny Conway, Arthur
Stligman, "Mike" Stanton, Jake Levy,
J. Porter Jones, Nathan Salmon, Chas.
Closson, W. O. Connor. Dr. W. H.
Brown, Jim Baca and George Hodges.

supreme court in mandamus proceedings instituted before the court by
Jamison
State Geologist Jamison.
and other state odicials have been
refused warrants by the state auditor

.7

why, oh, why, should Ty Cobb,
lights.
Jennings, Joe Tinker, John
Hughey
his
emulate
to
started
Corbett
Mr.
sich go on the stage and oh,
F.vers
and
enterprising predecessor immediately
should people go to see
ch,
oh,
why
Orarter copping the big thing at New
in that pitiful predicament?
them
Bob
old
that
leans and the trimming
The fact is this American fandom
Fitzsimmons handed him at Carson
has
gone insane.
City failed to dampen the historic
We
James."
undoubtedly have several hunardor of "Gentleman
of
thousands of whist cranks in
wake
dreds
in
the
Following right along

CHAUEZ OUTPOINTS
MARINO. 10 ROUNDS

charge to place a team on the field
that will be a credit to the local lodge
and the multitude of baseball fans in
the old town. New uniforms have
been ordered, together with a complete outfit; applications for membership in the order by three local baseball stars, and concerted practice by
the present members of that team,
which was mainly the cause of their
poor showing in the games already
engaged in, are some of the moves
now being made to place the team
at the head. With Safford and "Doc"
McCarthy to do the box work, assisted by Dumbaugh at the receiving
end; Tom Closson at first; Peter
Berardinelll on second; Keefe at
short; Clancy at third; and that
Fry in left Stanton or Joe
in center and the only original Dutch comedian "Gus" Koch in
right, the Elks will present a lineup
that wiU be almost invincible.
Next Sunday the local Elks team
will once more cross bats with the
champion White Sox team which
claims the championship, and both
teams are practicing daily and with
the we ther warming up the kinks
and sore muscles should be eliminated
and a r al ball game dished up to the
fans wli i are anxious and willing to
support a team that furnishes an
exposition of the national
pastime. With Mares, the White Sox
star pitching for the White Sox and
Safford or McCarthy dishing up the
fast ones for the Elks, the Sunday
game promises much for those who
25c.
Admission
it.
may witness
Game called at 3 p. m.

THE STATESMEN
WILL PLAY BALL

OTHELLO."

Cans, Nelson, Wolgast and a dozen this country and, I suppose that among
could be found.
of. the pompadour pug came McGovern, them a champion
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SANTA FE SHOULD GET

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

(Owing to the great Interest manl
UI1UI.
tested in the Personat Column, the!
New Mexican requests Its readers to
send In by mail (a postcard will do)
TO
WRITES
JEANCON
SECRETARY
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the read
MAYORSELLERS OF ALBUQUERQUE
ers will confer a favor on the New
Com-- ;
Mexican and on their friends.
RESPONSE
AND GETS A HEARTY
municatlons sent by mail should bear,
INDIANA the signature of the writerj.
BRING
TO EFFORT TO

Business

Your Patronage Solicited

MANUFACTURERS

In reply to a letter sent by Secretary Jeancon, of the chamber of commerce to .Mayor D. K. B. Sellers, of
Albuquerque, the following reply was
received which explains itself:
Albuquerque, N. M May 8, 1913.
Mr. J. A. Jeancon, Secretary,
Chamber of Commerce, Santa Fe,

t.

:

FIRE! FIRE! LAST NIGHT!
Fire comes " by threes " in Santa Fe. Your
property may be next. If not protected see

O.C. WATSON & CO.
the Largest Fire Insurance
Companies iti the World!
15 of

Representing

SURETY BONDS.

REAL ESTATE

INSURANCE

Phone, 189 J.
119 San Francisco St.,

1 1 1

let-

1

1 1 1

1

1

1

Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

GASPER ST.

9 W

Telephone

Vincent's sanitarium.

Reginald G. Cobbett came in from
He is
his Tesuque ranch yesterday.
stopping at the Montezuma.
llard-varJ. 13. Wood, of the Wood-Davicompany, left last night for
Pueblo, Colo., for a short outing.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
is in Albuquerque attending the good
leads meeting and other business.
C, R. Trozel, who has been in tlie
city for the past three days r turned
this afternoon to his home ai Artesia.
Mrs. O. L. Owen, wife of the corhas gone to
poration commissioner,
.Mineral Wells, Texas, to visit her
s

e

in Albuquerque.
IJ. G. Randall,

well known rancher
and orchardist, as well as hank presi- dent, is here from Taos. He is at
the De Vargas hotel.
Governor and Mrs. W. C. McDonald, accompanied by their daughter,
Mrs. T. A. Spencer, arrived in the
capital last evening, from Carrizozo.
Miss Meeker and Miss lieers, two
young ladies who have been teaching
at the Allison school during the past
year, left for the east this arternoon to
spend their vacations.
Miss Mable Hickman, one of Santa
iVs popular young ladies, leaves M onlay for Salt Lake, Utah, where she
has accepted a position with the
United States land ottice in that city.
Frank Staplin, editor of the Farm- ington Enterprise, and recently clerk
ot the state house of representatives.
came in from Farmington last even-ing, and will be in the city a day or

Hayor.

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

104 DON

Replying to your

D. K. SELLERS,

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

of

N. M.
My Dear Sir

Hi.

MRS. W. LINDIiARDT

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

I

JO Main.

IS NOT

Mayor Sellers has sent the followJuhnson Case Is Halted By Raising Of
ing letter urging the Indiana ManuTechnical Objection In Regard To
facturers' association to route a prosWhite Slave Transportation.
pective transcontinental trip through
Albuquerque:
Chicago. 111., May ft. Counsel for
May 5th, 1913.
.Mitk Johnson, the negro prize fighter,
Mr. Chas. B. Warren, President Indihalted the hearing of testimony in the
ana Automobile Manufacturers' Asv. hite slave case today by a technical
sociation, Kokomo, Ind.
objection and the jury was excused till
Dear Sir:
'afternoon, while Federal Judge Car- In behalf of the state of Xew Mexpenter listened to arguments on the
ico, as president of the New Mexico
object ion.
in
behalf
and
Automobile association,
Mabelle Schreiber had resumed the
of the city of Albuquerque, as mayor
stand and brought her testimony up
of this city, I wish to most cordially
to October 13, 1!)11, the date named
invite your association to make the
in the indictments
against Johnson,
tour across country to the Pacific
when Johnson's counsel objected to
coast by way of the Santa Fe trail as
the introduction of any evidence bear- far as the city of Albuquerque, thence
the counts of the Indictments.
!n,
west over the Ocean to Ocean high.
Johnson is charged wi h bring ng
way to the Grand Canyon of the Colorado and thence to Phoenix, Arizona.
tlio Schreiber woman from Fitts- I can assure you from personal exburgh to Chicago lor unmoral pur- perience that the route named is by
poses." The attorney contended that
re
C.
who
W.
Governor
McDonald,
far the best road. There is no neavy
the Mann white slave act is directed
fnpnnri Inut mVlit fpnm V: rrizny.o. left
to
climb
hills
no
hard
no
mud,
sand,
Ule trunsportaiion ot women
of
to
the
if1""8'
attend
this
meeting
morning
nor rivers to torn, spienaici accuimnu
f rom
f"r
.to f'"0,hlr
iu
mentioned
road
perviously
con
f;l,e
officials,
idations and abundant supplies at
11:e,'ce
ana not
1,('r immorality,
an
deliver
to
address
n,i
,nW
Ivenient points all along the route.
.
.
U I rt U
OfiOIUDl
Jit! con- Until.
'
I take much pleasure in enclosing;
the
law cov- that
the
.ltrnded
of
phase
..
If
mimiM
is
uis
unconstitutional,
miiy
lands went to Albuquerque , t 0. mm
Public
NTew Mexico, to Soringerville, Arizona.
,
.
,
alleged .the indictment was fault v
n
The trail from Trinidad, Colorado, to day, wnere ne is scneauieu to rrau
in I'ailiivg' to fcltfiw that the acts comSanta Fe is well defined and in good paper before the meting of county plained of were committed within the
commission-condition, a touring party having ar- road boards and county
jurisdiction of the court.
rived here yesterday claiming to have eis, held in that city jointly with the
At the afternoon session Judge Carbene-the
Trinicommission,
state
in
from
one
highway
made the trip
day
overruled the objection as to
! penter
invalu-be
will
fits
which
of
meeting
dad to Santa Fe. From Springerville,
the jurisdiction of the court, but dethe able to the stale road building.
Arizona, to the Grand Canyon
ferred decision of other points raised.
Herman Schweitzer, of Albuquerque,!
road is in very good condition.
business
curio
the
of
who
has
charge
If your association will furthermore
in
conclude to come over this route, I, of the Santa Fe at that station and
as president of the New Mexico Auto- fact at all points on that railroad, is 3
i
Some changes
mobile association, will guarantee you n town on business.
pilot cars from the state line on the are proposed in the architecture of
north to Springerville, Arizona, on the junction at l.amy and naturally a:
the west. Also if you will consent to .:sit to Santa Fe is a source of knowi- I
NOW OPEN
remain over one day in the city of P(ige of southwest architecture.
New Management.
Under
a
L.
Kernochan,
you
Mr. and Mrs. E.
Albuquerque, we will assure
Colorado
residents of
New Cook and New Bill of Fare.
splendid entertainment of the true Diominent
western type and an opportunity of Springs, who are on a motoring tour
seeing Indian life and points of his- are taking in the sights in and about
Everything Clean and
down
torical interest that I believe will be Santa Fe. They made the-triWell Cooked.
of
your here from that place and Secretary
one of the greatest features
PRICES
ARE RIGHT.
comtour.
Jeancon, of the chamber of
Come and See.
I would be pleased to have you sub- merce, is showing them about the
mit this letter to the proper commit- city and points of interest. in the
MRS. EDYTII WILLIAMS,
nf the caoital.
tee, and thank you, if possible, for a
S
manager
p
in
was
the
favorable reply.
Engineer Jay Turley
Yours very respectfully,
city today from the Arroyo Hondo Btjuj-u- i
D. K. B. SELLERS.
project, where he has just finished
in umnJiTLTLruimiJuinJinuvuTJrurg
It now behooves Santa Fe to get the construction of the diversion dam.
5
to
these
is
it
time
do
and
expected
a
brief
bring
In
something
busy
very
people here. Secretary Jeancon will that the water will be on 1,000 acres
vrite to the Indiana Manufacturers' of rich land which will be put into
at once.
alfalfa for the most part. Ansen
is
Avery is the manager ot tne proposiIt
Mexican.
Work for the New
has
superintended
tion
and
Turley
and
working for you, for Santa Fe
the construction work.
the new state.
Shaw, a charming
Miss Agatha
vniinsr miRs from Missouri, who has
been spending the winter months in
the City With the Open Gate, at St.
KAUNE
H.
Vincent's Sanitarium, will leave to- morrow for El Rito, where she will
Where Quality Governs the Price be the guest of Mesdames Hamilton
and Fleming, sisters of Colonel
.,
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INSURE

INSURANCE
THE BEST ANY MAN CAN HAVE

DOES IT PAY?

JOSEPH
Room

1

New Stale Cafe

TRADE MARK WATER MARK

IF, YOU BUSINESS MEN
-

power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
ss

100

you would specify

efficient,

i

j

and Price the Quality

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the

'

Let us show you samples.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
Santa K. N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
''
Small Holding Claim No. 5838 017877.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
'
;
j-April 9, 1913. ;
Notice is hereby given that the
claimant has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof la
16
support of his claim under Sections
and 17 of the act of March 4 3, 1891
(26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N.
M., on May 20th, viz: Fortino Castillo
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He name the following witLesset
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4

4

4

4

1--4

2

1-- 2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

1--

1--

-

should not be allowed will be given an

opportunity at the
time and place to
the
witness of said claimant, and to offer
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted
above-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

by claimant.
;

1--

4

2

1--4

2

.1-- 4

1-- 2
4

,'
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MANUEL R. OTERO,
-

JUST RECEIVED
Another car load of
f Boss Patent Flour.
PURE FOODS
Monarch Canned Goods, "
Richelieu Canned Goods, T
Hunt's Hand Peeled California Canned Fruits.
CHASE & SANBORN'S

Tea and Coffee.

Register.

4

4

4

4

.

4

4

1-- 2

to prove bis actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
J. Sftluar, of Cuba, N. M.r Hilario
t.ucero, of Cuba, N. M.; Onofre Uarcia,
of LaJara, !?.; M.; Diego Morales, ot
, LaJara, N, M.
to
desires
who
Any person
protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
.who Knows ,of any substantial, reason
under- the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such pfoof

Jaramillo, at their

Its not a new idea, but one
well worth considering when
you buy your Groceries. The
purity and wholesomeness of
all foods sold in our store
Is your best kind of Healtr
Insurance for you. inferior
goods are not sold by vs. We
leave that to those who wish
HIGH
to take chances.
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
upon which we want our
Pfease
reputation to rest.
remember this.

really productive.

-

j

1-- 4

4

4

1-- 4

pern

Grocery

Ven-icesla- o

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery

difference.

CO.

COMPANY

Business Paper

because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter

j

S

5.

Water-Mar-

The De Luxe

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing com
pany.

1--

New Mexican Want
bring. results." "Try It-- '

MANAGER,

HAYWARD,

::::

When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
e
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all
a
on
can
cook
which
you
dishes,
chafing
meal, and the percolators w hich will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
high-grad-

H. C. VONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

THE STAR PROPRIETOR.
BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS,

-

-

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

PONIES.

Phone 139.

310 San Francisco St.

Ads
"

always

H.

S.

KAUHE

8

CO.

Where Prices ar B st
"
Foi5jf Quality
--

.

Fresh Vegetables

beautiful

home iu that town. Miss Shaw will
remain for a couple of weeks after
which she will return to Santa Fe for
another visit prior to her departure
for a tour of the California coast and
summer resorts.
a
W. F. Jacoby, of Las Cruces,
prominent merchant of that place.
who is on the jury in the federal
court, is greeting old acquaintances
in the city. Mr. Jacoby reports that
the Mesilla valley is looking fine and
promises a big crop. The land in
that valley is just getting into the
hands where it should be. the hands
of the man who wants to till the soil.
Real estate affairs have passed be
yond the speculative stage, large
preparations are being made by the
railroads to handle freight' and the
future of that part of the' state is
very promising.
Says the Albuquerque Herald: "Jack;
Collins, of the O'Rielly store, has re-- j
turned to Albuquerque after a two
weeks visit in Santa Fe, where he set- tied up his affairs and arranged to
Jack
reside in this city permanently.
brought back with him from the capilal two young Russian wolf hounds.
He plans to send one of, the hounds
to his cousin, Eddie Collins, who is
cue of the mainstays in the infield for
the Philadelphia Athletics.
It is not generally known that J. A.
Jeancon, secretary of the chamber of
?
r.mmerce is an accomnlishehd
ganist. Recently Mr. Llewellyn Hall
became acquainted .with Mr.K. Jeancon, and on falking about musical matters the fact developed that back in
1895 they had Bang together in one of
the most celebrated choirs is a very
large one and they, had not happened
to meet then, because Mr. Hall sang

I

Fruits

are our " long suit."
RECEIVED

You Money.

Telephone a Trial Order. Phone
We Buy and Sell for Cash.
WHOLESALE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

HENRY

ORANGES

LEMONS

KRICK&

BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES

S.C. Buff Orpingtons

PRESBYTERIAN

EGGS FDR HATCHING

CHURCH

$2.00.3 EGGS

GENERAL ASSEMBLIES

The early hatched Chick makes
the Winter Layer I

May 14th to June 1st.

EGGS

FRESH

FOR

THE

ATLANTA, GA.

TABLE.

CHAS. A. WHEELON,

Round Trip Rate from Santa Fe
Dates of Sale, May 10 to 13. I'll

315 Palace Ave.

Phone 204 J.

EXTENDED RETURN

MAYES
INSURANCE
Life,

Fire,

Accident

Straw berriea Every Day.
trinjmrvriniuunn.viruiriririn

tickets

LIMIT

with

joint
agent at Atlanta, not later than
June 10th, and payment of $1 extension of final limit may be obtained to reach original starting
point not later than midnight of
June 30th 1913.
By depositing

For Furher Particulars

Call On or Address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

Surety

What the frost Did Not
Get the Bugs and
Insects Will!
Unless you act right now.
RHODES'
Do not delay.
PATENT TREE PAINT will

Bonds

GIVE

Of

All

Telephone

194

LAL'GHLIN

SNTAFE

YOU

ABSOLUTE PROTECTION

Kinds.

NOW IS THE TIME.

W., Room U

J. F. RHOADS,

BUILDING,

NOVELTY WORKS,
104 OALISTEO

PINEAPPLES

QRAPE-FRLI- T

Galisteo St.

16

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

S

Black Ben Apples.

1

LEMFS KEG and BOTTLE BEER

IIsrCXiTTISES

Washington State Winesap and

-

-

DISTRIBUTOR OF

refrigeration.

NEW CARROTS
CRYSTAL WAX ONIONS

AND RETAIL.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.

Our Most Complete Garden List

j

J.

IIIIMIItlllllMf III

and always kept under

j

2 14

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

DAILY

RADISHES
PARSLEY
SPINACH
CUCUMBERS
CELERY
CALIF. HEAD LETTUCE
CAULIFLOWER
TENDER ASPARAGUS
NEW BEETS
NEW CABBAGE
BERMUDA ONIONS
YOUNG ONIONS
GREEN PEAS
GREEN STRING BEANS
NEW POTATOES
DENVER HEAD LETTUCE
ARTICHOKES
SWEET POTATOES

Flour

Hay, WeGrain
Can Save

THE

cotira
(Fac-Simi-

B.

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?

iiu

,

at the loss on corner of Plaza for

IF ITS REAL ESTATE, IIAVWARD HAS IT.

j

Y

Look

which our companies will REIMBURSE INSURED.

1

'

AND REST CONTENT.

WITH IIAVWARD

11

1

THE AMERICAN

.

PHONE 180.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST

.

i.

Next Door to Postoffice,

skJILii

hat

111

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

yd.

Mr.
I

AGAINST IMMORALITY
ITSELF, SAYS ATTORNEY.

1

35c

Comes in plain shades only, very stylish and servicable, only

Mr.
a member of the same choir.
.leancon has shown his musical ability
ihere and may be engaged to play the
'cigan at the church of the Holy Faith1
on Sundays. It is hoped by his friends
be
that he maj also, on occasions,
heard in presiding at the organ at the
Scottish Rites Cathedral.
Harry J. Fincke, editor of the
Moriarty Messenger, and a believer
in the future of the Estancia valley
is in the city, and made a fraternal
call at the New Mexican office yester- 'day. Editor Fincke came up primar-- .
ily to meet his father, whose home
is in Pittsburg where he holds an ofli- jclal position as assessor. Mr. Fincke,
Sr., was enjoying the clear, pure air
of Santa Fe this morning as he talk-- '
ed for a few moments with the New
Mexican representative.

'

THE NEW CLOTH,

ENGLISH CORD

125 Palace Ave

'

MULLIGAN A RISING,

per yard.

Pretty, Dainty Patterns, only

,tjme that the noted soprano soloist,
!.irs. Mamie Hisseni De.Moss was also

j

CO,

Ginghams,
Egyptian Tissue 25c

MILLINERY

Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Brctz. of Harris- burg, Pa., are sightseers in the city. jon one Bj(iL. f n1P diurch and
Mrs. J. M. Diaz, wife of Dr. Diaz, jjeancon on the other. It was at

has gone to Houston, Texas, to visit
friends.
The Rev. Harold Von Ksivelt, chap- lain of St. Michael's college is ill at

OR! GOODS

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

IN ALL

ter of May 7th, would say that Albu'
querque will be more than delighted
with you in every way
to
in urging the Indiana manufacturers
association to route their Pacific
coast tour through New Mexico.
If you of Santa Fe will address
il them
a letter and point out many of
the principal attractions around your
locality, I feel sure that it will aid
very greatly in the inducements we
have to offer for their coming this sister.
way.
W.
V. O. Conner and Dr.
Hume
If I can be of any assistance any
Brown are attending the meeting of
time, command me.
the Mystic Shrine which is being held "MANNACT"
Yours very respectfully.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

:

:

11

:

HERE.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

J.

Reduction I

(T

UUJI rll

Does a General Banking

B. LAMY,

R

RIKY AT flNRF

CAPITAL $50,000 00

N. B. LAl'GHLIN,

PERSONALS

NEWMEXICO

Scratch Pad! cf all descriptions an
for SO centi
all qualltlea,
oDc.
Mexican
New
l

Telephone

157 W.

New Mexican Want

bring

reBults.'ry It

ST.,

.

SANTA FE, N.oi.

Ads

always

7
VALLEY r.

New Mexican

Santa Fe

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

TOE

Entered as Second Class iMatter at the Satita Fe Postofflce
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicauo

-,

,....

,

a
5

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND

I

2YC,

':

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the Slate.

Dally, per year, by mall
Dally, six month, by mall

per quart.r, by mtll

5.00
12.50

Dally, per quartsr, by

S1.00

Weekly, tlx month

Weekly, per year

Dally,

carrier

--

$1.25
11.50

.50

f Booklet Free on

AS

SEES IT

It.

Preserve

The old Fonda should be preserved future.
iu far as the present walls are
It's bound to pay.
for it is one of our historic
mints iust as much as those other
buildings in which we take so much, AMONG THE EDITORS.
31
ROOMS
EDITORIAL
as
OFFICE 286
pride and which we justly regard
an asset.
May Want Woods.
Snieclebere was' right ill his
is taking quite a
Reforestation
THE MATTER.
remarks the other day given in the
nmnv nf the nld time
voters
was before the
,
New Mexican, when he urged tluii
The question of commission form of government
r'robablv they figure that
.
' lm
ii BUNl'lUIC 1...
"
ue rtuww l ul'JKI
OlU
of Portland a few days ago.
woods
llie
, they may have to go to the
uiuloi
officers
of
nomination
city
At the same time they voted for the
.lust now the Ocean lo Ocean High
handy.-C- arHie old form of government.
v.ay is being uiscusseu so u.uu.. ...m " .,
n,ltlnol.
even with these Im- is eninsr to become a reality. The San
Less than fifty per cent of the total vote was out,
No Excuse.
of
it
a
he
to
part
jta Fe Trail is
portant questions to decide.
more excuse for a busi
no
is
There
Kanbe
would
in
for mayor
,i,,,ihf What a uitv it
The Kansas Citv Times says that in a recent election
out of town for his
to
send
man
ness
as much as three jii) have the historic building, so long
sas City, Kansas, 111" two candidates for mayor spent
man mere i hm
.
..v.
.i
The
printed
stationery
ihousand dollars to get voters to the polls.
ollt of ,ow" tor thelr
certain portions
nii'uninesH
What is the matter?
The business
o"
is bem
its appealing features, dry goods or groceries.
Can it be possible that this sacred duty of American citizenship
man who does it is inconsistent and
unithe
outside,
an
interest
from
come
who
awaken
even
Those
cannot
that
they
Uepiihl-ean- .
unla,r-C;al- l,,p
coming to be regarded so lightly
Ucrsally recognize it. They all rge
sufficient 10 vote on men for official position and express (heir preference
to Belief.
Opposed
beaum
and
lavor
our
ancient
it
an
alive
is
iB to keep
argument
t wo brother eduors
in
tor policies or government? If this is true, then
are
There
are
women.
vie of architecture. They
'
a
of opening the door for those who want to vote,-t- he
he
who
county
swing
with all the historic
ideas of duty than
lief. In
m opposition to then
We cannot denv the fact, that the women have higher
pencils
effect.
ironudings and old style architecture,
ness to then.se ves cim hey o
men This being true their advent into the Held would have its
success of: the
When one recalls how Boston has
the
about
of
method
bringing
certain
more
,
no
is
There
ntumsly expect the causes the
olden
the
imlilter-enof
t
iheld
to the traditions
cause of woman's suffrage than for the men to neglect, or become
are
advocating to meet with success
associated
!lUs; how the buildings
to this most imponant act of citizenship.
ron NewsCitizen.
Oma.
been
have
that
all
history
villi
early
Up To Dad.
There is an underlying cause for the present condition and for the
and untouched, we
ft
undesecrated
of voters to go lo the polls.
is
the time to prepare for
of!
Boydhood
an
worthy
it
as
example
recognize
It is this:
How many fathers in this
manhood.
emulation.
no
is
ev'cu in the center of tiiis great city. town are helping their sons to fit tlieni-- :
Gridiiallv the American citizen lias grown lo believe that there
those in
for common labor?
use hi his voting as the whole affair lias been fixed beforehand by
where
property values have reached solves better thanschools for the tench-'- l
bosses
control of the partv machinery. The political manipulators and party
historic
old
these
Correspondence
figures
in both fabulous
have been supreme and again and again it has been demonstrated
nildinrs stand. Who can say this is ing of every profession and trade are
been disand young
conventions and afterward at elections, the will of the people has
,t one of the attractions of Boston? seeking to interest boys
it does not make any
ad-The tuition is so
men. everywhere.
regarded, and the voters have grown to believe that
estate
real
no
So
speculators,
cMfference whether they express themselves or not.
the Old South low that the money spent on beer, to-- I
Noth- ' unices can affect
The commission form of government will not alter this condition.
amusements
old State bacco and questionable
to the pressing needs of the present Chun h, Fanuil Hall, the
ing will except the arousing the people
Revere church, King's would more than educate a boy for any
Paul
the
House,
to
government.
good
hour. Indifference is the most dangerous enemy
in life. Fathers, are you dc
Chapel or any of the old structures position
This danger the American people are facing today.
Santa
ilhat
duty to your son ar.rt to sointo
your
woven
ing
were
history.
0
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Democrat.
I.as
those
than
Vegas
older
its
buildings
l'; has
Fears The Weather Man.
WAY.
of Boston, and surrounded with the at
,
us
up.
to
stirred
of romance and story.
The weather for the past few weeks
keep
A philosopher once said we need trouble
mosphere
we
has been exceptionally fine and we
Let us preserve them all.
Whether we really need it or not we're so certain to get it that
inestimable
of
it.
ft ar that the weather man may be pre- of
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however,
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us for the pleasant days-o- f
as it once was And just because it's become kind of
repav
to bring it once more to your atIt seems, according to the old- Out Of The Past.
past.
danger of being forgotten, we're inclined
In a small town down in Pennsylva- - ,;mp).s tn i,nve been an unusual wint- tention.
the other night a burglar broke rr all(1 Kp, ing. The cold freezing
It's to pitch in and work like Sam Hill and thus forget trouble. if
ji.ia
you are into a home and in his ransacking
You may think you're underpaid, and you probably are, and
,,jghts of the spring destroyed some of
v.e hope you get a raise.
a child's bank containing $:!" Hie budding fruit and retarded the
jfciind
ever before and
But if you'll dig into your job and do better work than
ai d bearing the inscription: "In God ,.,owth of vegetation, but with these
r.ot look too eagerly for the quilting hour, who knows but that that may be We Trust." Scribbling a note saying: exceptions it has been a delightful
the best wav of all to move up and on?
once," the robber left the spring. Columbus Courier.
to a poor "So did
.
At all events, it will give you one dividend worth a good deal
A Happy Bunch.
house
than
make you just a little prouder
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was
the result of something!
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etc." Well, one thing is sure, its a
'away from the influence of it. He happy bunch we see now and we're
once
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thought that it was dead. But the
all glad il rained. l.a l.ande header.
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political
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perhaps since it came into existence,
MOUNTAIN GIRL TO
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.nnH,ir if CVPTVfillP nf US Jl l'e not
Men have been promoted in the army under political pressure.
LEAD A MAN HUNT
adsometimes brought back to the true
Their friends have worked through the politicians demanding an
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of
earlier'
vance without regard to length of service, bravery or efficiency.
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period
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Louisville. Kv.. May ft. A spirit of
Secretarv of War Garrison has announced that hereafter the army officer lilt IliipiCBSlUltlDOV
"V U iv O
and
easier
more
ask
or
that
friend's
him
for
pleasant
whose
urge higher rank
was instilled in us by the one person revenge burning in the heart of a little
pirl Artip- Hnll Bister of a
duties be assigned him will result in the placing of a black mark after his wno could nest ao u viomer.
des-- i
name which will count against him when his name comes up for consideraWe may drift away from it. We moonshiner, one of the band of
an
illicit
from
who,
distillery,
but
peradoes
tion for advancement or change of post or duties.
we
have
forgotten,
;ay think
In other words wire pulling and jockyiug for an army man will here- slored awav in memory the teachings ifhot to death two revenue officers and
a I nited States
his
interests.
to
beneficial
than
mo-- seriously wounded
rather
after be injurious
come back to us in unexpected
Twice in the course of his terms as president, Theodore Roosevelt rec- meats and in a most surprising way. Marshal, will cause her to lead a band
men through the
ognized the existence of the evil, and issued executive orders announcing
That is one reason why the age ofjf 200 determined
of
Eastern
mountains
Kentcky on a
that thereafter, should it be discovered that an officer of the army or navy ,.l.il,thnr,rt
so
should
be
carefully
man" lluntlad sought recommendation or support from illigitimate sources, the fact guarded and the best things taught.
would debar him from obtaining the advancement desired.
Jim McCoy, who figured in the Hat- The Climate
Yet so positive and strenuous an executive as President Roosevelt, aided
feud also will accompany
the
in
other
an eastern city
It was 8S
and navy, was
by all his intense interest in the betterment of the army
be the posse, w hich will leave Pikevi lie
would
is
a
that
That
heat
Wood
General
and
cay.
effective,
today
unable to make this order permanently
'
written and about 11 out here. If we get a mer- - moonshiners in the Cumberland Sloun-curreports that the department is constantly in receipt of requests,
we
are
we
in
ss
ai
think
of
and
other
rise
special
oral, concerning the promotion, assignment, transfer? detail
ti.ins, aloiif; the
Dutch oven temperature.
treatment of officers.
border,
of
In the discussion at. the meeting
It is up to Secretary Garrisrn to put a stop to this evil.
the chamber of commerce the other! The possibility of a fued in Eastern
came Kentucky as a result of the killing of
evening this question of climate
.
.
nflSn
tit
nnt lm tin
it. .......
GIRL ALONE.
we
had
was
that
It
not;uie eveuu.j
agreed
up.
to
result.
is
uuc
their
10
iu
expected
tor
do
uavei
it
slayers
young
became
your
abroad
it.
necessary
aaugnier
made enough of
Suppose
People
Marion Ramey and John Sloan mur--I
ot the large cities and you found it impossible to go with her and knew rot half understand it. We do not
and United
her.
to
look
after
no one whom you could persuade
it as we should. I remember dered revenue officers
exploit
Wouldn't her going be a torture to you and wouldn't you rejoice when during the winter months we groaned States Deputy Marshal Mark Porter,
word came that she had braved the perils safely?
lend scolded about the snow and the.! who is seriously wounded, have a
This hazzard has to be "taken by many parents every day. And, though cold, and vet bow little cause we had. large number of relatives and friends.
our cities are safer than they used to be, now that we've begun frankly to Snow came and did not last on the
These are threatening vengeance,
face the problems of sex and society, the chances for the disappearance' of ground twenty-fou- r
hours at a time. land at least 200 ot tnem are scorning
a Dorothy Arnold continue to be ominous.
The thermometer went down and we j the mountains in an organized hunt
The unattended maiden in a big city is as a lamb amidst wolves.
tl ought we were going to freeze, and for the two Halls and Tom Riddle,
n..Fnntlllift ilia
A movement recently discussed at the Southern Sociological Congress then the sun came out and no one sut- .negro, wiiu. 1.ne.pruI
to
in the
to' organize a National Travelers' Aid Association, with careful agents
and
"lict
participated
whisky
fcred long. There were a few days
meet all trains and to seejhat traveling girls are properly cared for, looks when clouds appeared and we talked ricuntain fight.
good and timely.
On the other hand, the Hall family
about the "Sunshine
In every city there are motherly women connected with churches ot sarcastically
itsi,--, as strong in numbers and equally
' women's clubs who would be glad to give time and service in such a cause. State," and then the sunlight shed we
Since Sunday, when the
brilliant rays over the land . and ,
desperate.
.
.
.
.
.!....haan
The only things needed are organization and leadership.
w e naa
KnocKers
iook
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realized
that
irageay
piat, iucj
Maybe this is your chance, mother.n
r.nd kickers.
arming, gathering in little bands and
When we come right down to it, we slipping off into the mountains to the
is growing. In Philadelphia five thousai.d girls, stu." The good movement
rich in the possession of Buch a hiding places of their kinsmen, preare
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a
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dents in the high
h? to be hoped that the action
climate.
pared to resist any attempt to arrest
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much.
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tendency to spare th(
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PRESENT

TO

BEAUTIFUL

PROUD ADDITION

HELD HERE

MEN

PROMINENT

-

BE

TO

WILL

all the

FRANK McKANE,

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

MEETING OF THAT BRANCH CF

FREEMASONRY

withstood

has successfully

J. B. READ,

PHONES:

WHAT'S

RITE

SCOTTISH

bank

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchases effected.
Telegraphic,
change
transfers of money made.
It Is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your bankl.if
business.

Request

what we have and the high grade of it,
people would flock here in summer.
There is no summer climate like if,
and think of the wonderful attractions
that go with it.
The chamber of commerce intends
to feature this climate of ours in the

THE BYSTANDER

This

t-day

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

"All of Today's News Today"

J.

Is

country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its podcy, but. the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If yon enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennia
with hath,
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rora bungalows
ahead to July. Is
Accommodations already reserved
one and two room cabins or rooms in lnaiu building.
Yours?

RATES

SUBSCRIPTION

i

in 1870.

Organized

the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines Its adaptability to changing condi-

rime
Growth
tions.

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

Glddin
William F. Brogan

Vice-Pre.'ide-

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK CF SANTA FE

,

J. Wight

PROFITS, $250,000

President.

The New iMexicait Printing Co., Publishers
nrotison M. Cutting.
Charles M. Stauffcr

iNHT

L. A. HUGHES,

R. J. PALEN,

TSs

'

:

:

9, 1913.
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Per Annum Interest Paid on

TIME DEPOSITS

BE

CATHEDRAL

THE CITY.

The twenty-fou- r
page book recently
issued by the New .Mexican Printing
company, with announcements of the
twelfth reunion of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite, Valley of Santa
Fc, Orient of New Jlexica, is a handThe resome piece of typography.
union will be held in this city June It!,
IT and IS, 1913.
In the allegiance is the following:
bodies of the
The four
Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite
of Freemasonry, sitting in the Valley
cf Santa Fe, Orient of New Alexica derive their charters from and acknowl-egand yield allegiance to the sue
preme council of the Thirty third
of the southern jurisdiction of the
I nited
Stales (mother council of the
vorld. of sovereign grand inspectors-general)- ,
whose See is at the Grand
Orient of Charleston in the state of
Soulh Carolina."
This allegiance is signed by James
Daniel Richardson,
sovereign grand
commander, Washington, D. C; John
li. Cowles, secretary general, also of
Washington, D. C, and Richard Henry
Hanna, K. C. C. H., deputy for the
supreme council for New .Mexico,
Santa Fe, N. .M.
In the greeting is found the followA cordial
and a
invitation
ing:
.Mason's welcome is extended to every
disScottish Rite .Mason wherever
persed throughout the world to meet
bodies of the Anwith the
cient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
the Valley of Santa Fe Orient of New
.Mexico in their twelfth reunion, to be
held at the Scottish Rite Cathedral, on
that date.
The program to be given at that
time is an elaborate one and will bring
men together
seme very prominent
here, and a full account of the meeting which is of public interest will
then be given contemporaneously.
The new Cathedral, in this city, is
cue of the handsomest in the country,
is a titting monument to the work of
the order in this part of the country
and one that is not only a source of
ride and congratulation to the Scottish Rite .Masons, but to the people of
the capital city of the new state. Its
erchitecture and its appointments are
an added beauty and one of the many
points of interest to the traveler,
lilting in well with the older and much
honored buildings iu other parts of
the old town.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

TMOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

e

From

La Salle Restaurant

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

CHAS. QANN, Prop.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
north bound train and arrives at
the
cents.
25
Regular Means,
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 50c.
Ten miles shorter than any "other
Short Orders at All Hours.
way. Good covered hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
French Noodle Order, 20c a dish.
furnished commercial men to take In
New Yorlt Chop Suey, 50c. the surrounding towns. Wire Embudc

station.

ubber Stamps.
YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OP
YOUR BUSINESS, REffcEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS AlORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

WHEN

SAME

PRICE LIST.

1

15c
Inches loag
Stamp, not over 2
10c
Each additional line on stamp
e
inches long. . 20c
and not over 3
Stamp, over 2
15c
on
Each additions! line
stamp
e
not
Inches
5
over
over
25c
3
and
long:..
stamp,
20c
Each additional line on same stamp
e
14c
Stamp, over 5 Inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
ot
25c extra
all
Borders
shapes, under 3 inches long
sizes
Where
at
type used is
proportionate prices.
Larger
lf
inch in size, we charge fer one Hue fer each
over
lf
inch or fraction.

One-lin-

e

-2

One-lin-

1- -2

One-lin-

-2

-2

One-lin-

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
MONTEZUMA.
P. U Dawson, Trinidad.
S. A. Alereness, Milford, N. V.
S. AI. Kairchild, Oneonta, X. V.
Jas. K. Blain, Santa Rita.
J. AIcGrath, Silver City.
Reginald G. Cobbttt, Tesuque.
A. O. Woodford, Bishop's Ranch .
J. B. l.evert, City.
H. E. Weltner, Denver.
T. P. .Martin, Taos.
H. J. Fincke, Pittsburgh.
Walter Connell, Albuquerque.
I. eonidas Smith, City.
V. P. Canfield, Albuquerque.
B. H. Aloeller, Albuquerque.
J. B. De Bellevue, Cincinnati.
C. E. Cox, Chicago.
F. A. Jones, Albuquerque.
A. L. Taylor, Albuquerque.
B. C. Study, Denver. .
J. L. Carper, Roswell.
Karl Klaus, Milwaukee,
fieorge W. Cantwell, Denver.
R. W. McCasky, Chfcago.
George M. Beck, Denver.
C. R. Dodge'. Chicago.
De Vargas,
('has. B. Williams. Boston.
G. C. Wilmoon, El Paso.
B. G. Randall, Taos.
Frank Staplin, Farmington.
Mary L. Staplin, D. & R. G.
Mary Woodson Martin, D. & R. G.
Orrin Staplin, D. & R. G.
E. Ij. Keravebaer, Colorado Springs.
Geo. E. Fischer, St. Louis.
Thos. J. Metsker, Evanston, 111.
C. S. Thompson,
Alamosa.
H. Taylor, Alamosa.
W. II. Lemprecht, Alamosa.
J. M. Pierson, Alamosa.
E. J. Strawn, Alamosa.
J.' T. Bretz and wife, Harrlsburg.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Renehan and
children.
C. B. Troxel, Artesia.
U. Schwerger, Albuquerque.
Joseph Rosenthal, St. Louis.

iWQODY'SSTAGELINE

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

one-ha-

one-ha-

"

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date, for
Ledger Datar month, day and year in

tnett

1- -2
1-

-3

99c
50c

inch

35c
month, day and year,
inch .... 25c
month, day aad year,
1.50
Defiance Model Band Dater
1.50
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp ad Weed Cut
Pearl Check Protector
.1J0

Regular Line Dater
Regular Line Dater

1- -8

STAMP PADS.

SELF-INKIN- G
1

2
4

25 cts;
cts; 2 x 3 4, 25 cts ; 2
x 6, 60 cts ; 4
2,
75 cts;
cts; 3
x 9, 85 cts. All colors. StRp Md Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
3--

x4
1-

-4

15
35

4,

-4,

3--

-2,

-8

x7

1--

FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

NEW MEXICAN

PRINTING CO.

SANTA FE, NKW
twin "i

zw!m!BfMUjmtii.('

at Santa

January

Fe, N.

M.

28, 1913.

Department of the Interior,
a
Notice is hereby given that
Pino de Alarid, heir of Jose
de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.,
who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Homestead Entry No. 014579, for SW
Sec. 31, Twp. 12 N., and
SW
NW
SW
NW
N
Section
6, Township 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
..Subscribe for the Santa F New on the 10th day of March, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
Juan Baca, Placido Lopes, of Leyla,
the time and works for the upbuildN. M., istonio VUlanueva, Agustin
ing of our new State.
Fllo-men-

1--4

2

1--

XCO

vix-- '-

ItuU?A of

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
U. S. Land Office

rV,:

1-- 4

v

-

.

Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Registsr- -

U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 12, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Julian
Romero, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
August 5th, 1909, made Homestead Entry No. 09474, fer Lots 1, 2, 3, and 4,
Section 18, Township 13 N., Range 9
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on May 24, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Varela, Marcos Gonzales, of
Santa Fe, N. M., Francisco Gonzales,
Trinidad Martinez of Kennedy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.

FRIDAY, MAY

SANTA FE

9, 1913.
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i' Kith in the east
tic.it of the li'Xai
!TKE AMERICAN WOMAN,
ADAV WITH
iuujm, shaking hands willi a thousand
NEW PRESIDENT jvho passed by him in a line.
THE TARIFF AND THE DINNER TABLE
At
lie returned t(, js otlice to disI

;

Start Your Baby

-

With Sound Health

ut :i flairs with .Secretary
Correspondent Newman Takes You ji'iis depart lie
.;' Interior l.ane, Secretary of Com-- '
FUR KKXT- Kuriii-Oied
front room.
to
With
Bedtime
From
Breakfast
!lDA TAREELL DECLARES UNDERWOOD BILL
FATTER
MEANS
lledlield and Secretary of Agrf- - Piano for wile
Don tiaspar.
metre
How
Wiiion
and
Woodrow
Shows
SAM'S FAMILY.
MEALS FOR ALL UNCLE
New White Housa Occupant Does culture licuMon. with whom he spent .
.
lie devotes
that; FOH lilC.NT Modern house, an.
this country we raise not only all the
j2 minutes
Business and Busts Precedents.
(Iiy Ida M. Tarbell.
Regular Bowel Movement From Childl Author of "The Tariff in our Times",
hour, :; to I, to cabinet members each furnished house. 102 Chapclle St.
potatoes we want, but we rais" tlinn
hood on Forestalls Future
.
day.
"Lite of Lincoln," and "History or for export. If by any chance there
Serious Diseases.
illy Oliver P. Newman. 1
die-- '
III he Diaz building, on
TO
KKXT
At
Swem
he
and
iconics a year when the potato crop
S.
Standard Oil.")
again
1).
You've
We cannot all start life willi the ad('., May
Washington,
est side of plaa, several office
iek,!iih prodent
Written exclusively for reads of the in the United States is poor or fails In en reading a great deal lately about tated letters imiil
vantage ot money, but every child
from
must
bo
imported
New Mexican.
potatoes
:husted). The presiil. hi answers per- looms overlooking park.
II.
"precedonl-smashinbom is entitled to the heritage of good
president,'
counShould food be taxed?
is a day. Here-haCanada, Germany and oilier
Woodrow Wilson, and in this article senally "u lo Ion
health. Through unfortunate Ignortries having potatoes to spare. Our I'm going to tell you just how he does ti'fon president have
their seere-!.For lly screens, screen doors or job
Ought the government of the
ance or carelessness in the feeding
all their let- carpenter work, phone 17;! W. EstiStates to raise money to pay any people are saved from a potato fam- - it and why lie does it. by leading you lei ies write pracliea
(
ot a baby its tiny stomach may behie by these importations.
mates furnished. Work guaranteed.
come deianged. The disorder spreads
slep by step wit li him through one of ters.
lint what happens then?
At 5 the president, accompanied by
his busy, "precedent-smashingto the bowels and before the mother
days.
There is a tax of 25 cents a bushel
FOR KKXT'-- ' A five room modern
At 'i':;!u a. m. President Wilson rose, cue secret service man. i:;ain came
realizes it the two chief organs on
on potatoes!
which the infant's comfort and healih
shaded hiinselt and found, by tile cut of the executive oilici s, entered house, electric light, bath, range, nice
t
li
to
added
That has to be
high .smoothness of his old razor
rede- out to Itock vard, fine location.
tf
Phone 12:! .1.
depend are causing it great suffering.
strop, his automobile and
price which scarcity has already
it was going to be a clear day. Creik park, where he left the car and
If the condition is allowed to continue
that
i. e.. this duty makes it still
FOR RENT Rooms for men. Tcwly
his own weather forecaster by walked for half an hour through the
grave ailments often result.
harder for people to get potatoes to ((lie's
Use. of
Hot water heat.
to furnished.
his
with
bat
woods
guard,
gelling
He
There is, however, no occasion for
that
method
ate
every
moining.l
eat. To he sure, the American t'arm-- i
DIXIE ASKEW DUDLEY.
library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson Cor- alarm, and the sensible thing to do
breakfast, Mrs. Wilson and his three a 7 o'clock dinner with his family.
emmuli
to
have
er
has
been
who
lucky
r.cr Grant and Johnson, Tel. 20.1.
One tiling Wilson will not miss
hut it should be done instantly is to liver trouble, indigestion, biliousness,
(if lighters
being up for the meal
i crop gets an advantage but he al- - tv.likh
that is going to bed in good season. P.y
in
some
is
g've the baby a small dose of a mild headaches, and the various other disgoing
ready was get! in the famine price.
laxative-tonic- .
SITUATION WANTED A cumpe-- t
In the opinion of a orders of the stomach, liver and
11, or ll:;'.il he is sound asleep every
Washington) at S o'clock.
Why add a tax?
lit. experienced
At s: 15 he arrived at his office via night.
them
such
lady stenographer
among
many
bowels
is
more
people,
great
suitable than
nothing
ad
more
odious
Could there ho a
in both English ami Spanish, desires
the private passage, way from the
persons as the parents of t.b is mild laxative-tonic- ,
Dr. Caldwell'3
vantage taken of need?
position in New Mexico or Arizona.
Pixie Dudley, Magnolia, Ark., the prop- S.vrup Pepsin.
White House proper to the executive
FRATERNAL
One of the good things which the
Has had ten years' experience
in
er remedy is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup PepleTl
which
form
the
mansion's
Two generations of people are using
cilices,
'new tariff hill does is to reduce the! v.
AdOld Mexico,
liest
references.
a
"Dr. it today, and thousands of families
sin. Mrs. Karl Dudley writes:
wore
mixed
He
and
ing.
gray
MASCV.C.
tariff, not only on potatoes, but on all black sack suit
dress P. O. Hox 5ti0. Denver, Colo.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is the best Keep it constantly in the house, for
like tin American
Montezuma
We shall have a bet- food products.
Lodge
medicine I ever used. It cured my r.vtirv mnmlmi n( tlia f.jiviilir nn n ,iaa it
business
man.
Finding his secretary
No. 1, A F. & A. M.
ter chance to have plenty of cheap
TYPEWRITERS
P. Tumulty, alieady on the
baby of flatulency colic when the doc- !l can be obtained of any druggist att
communiand peaches in the years of Joseph
Regular
apples
and repaired. New
Cleaned,
adjusted
tors failed; it cured my husband of fifty cents or one dollar a bottle, the
8
since
o'clock
jeh
(first
precedent
has been
cation lirst Monday
scarcity if the duty on th
furnished.
Ribbons and supplatens
My home shall never be latter being the size bought by fami-constipation.
of each month at
'reduced. We shall have a better!
plies.
Typewriietn sold, exehcangeJ
without Syrup Pepsin." It is a pleasant-t- lies who already know its value. Re-- j
at and lentcd.
Masonic
Hall
chance to have oranges, pineapples
Standard makes handled.
asting
laxative, which every per- suits are always guaranteed or money
30.
and grapefruit if the duty on them
All repair work and typewriters guarIDA M. TARBELL.
son likes. It is mild
and will be refunded.
E.
a
shall
have
M.
R.
We
W.
halved.
PAUL,
has been
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-contains that most excellent of all
If no member of your family has
hut- !CHAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.
part of its expenses by taxing our better chance for cheaper
change, Phone 21U W.
ever
used
Iter
pepsin.
Syrup Pepsin and you would rood ?
and cheese In times of scarcity.!
.
This remedy is especially intended like to make a personal trial of it
r
Santa. Fe Chapter No
Moreover the freeing of such articles
govIs not the first business of
IXSTIiFCTIOX
and
SpanEnglish
infants, children, women, old peo-- j fore buying it in the regular way of a ernment to see that all its people as eggs from high duties is going to
M.
1, K.
Regular isli short-hanlesi.ons by mail by expie and all others to whom harsh druggist, send your address a postal have all they want to eat?
do much to destroy forever the corn- convocation
second
perienced teacher, ten years in Mexcathartics, salt, waters, pills, etc., are w ill do to YV. n. Caldwell. 417
Monday of each month ico
Certainly if the country is to raise ers in eggs by which cold storage
city; and who is coining to your
-In fact, in the common ington St., Monticello, 111. and a free up healthy
been
at Masonic Hall at
swindling
men and wonieii and people have for years
to establish a short-hanschool
jcity
in
disorders of life, such as constipation, sample bottle will be mailed you.
7:.'10 p. ni,
putting
healthy men and women are its great us. There will be no point
Address, Mrs. A. M. L. Came;Soon.
ey
J. A. MASSiE,
all the eggs m the country into
est asset, whatever yon
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